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Core Purpose
Our core purpose is to mobilise, train, support and empower the poor, the working-class,
and the marginalized. We work specifically with women, youth, people living with
HIV/AIDS, and the unemployed. We work for the values of the kingdom of God and for
a society in which all have abundant life (John 10:10).
Where these values and commitments are shared by other religious communities,
government, and civil society we collaborate and work together for social transformation.
Our primary resources for this work are biblical and theological, making particular use of
contextual Bible studies and the See, Judge and Act method. We work, wherever
possible, in the languages of the local communities with whom we collaborate.
We are committed to the ongoing cycle of action and reflection known as praxis.
This core purpose is given specificity by each of our programmes, which include:
Research and Pedagogy, Women and Gender, Theology of Work, Solidarity with People
Living with HIV and AIDS, Religion and Governance, Economic Justice, Community
Development and Leadership Training.
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Directors Introduction
Prof Gerald West
In 2005 we buried our comrade, co-worker and friend Mzwandile Roddy Nunes. So we
began 2006 wondering what it would like without our brother. We ended 2006 joyously
at the wedding of our colleague Sithembiso Zwane, who has taken up the post of
Mzwandile. In between these two events we have worked hard to maintain the legacy
left us by ‘Mzwa’. We have accomplished a great deal, as a careful reading of this report
will demonstrate.
We have seven vibrant programmes and more than 40 projects in total. What is
particularly significant about our work is the integration between the programmes and
projects. This is one of the identifying features of our work, and so we urge our partners
to read the whole report and not just those sections that they are particularly interested in.
You will find much elsewhere that has relevance to your area of interest!
Some of our partners have made it clear to us during 2006 that funding for social
transformation work in South Africa is becoming harder to find. We understand this, for
South Africa does have substantial resources, and there are many other contexts with far
greater needs. However, we would want to support our partners who want to remain
engaged with the South African context. We offer the following reasons for ongoing
work in South Africa. First, South Africa has one of the largest gaps between the rich
and the poor, requiring the kind of work that the Ujamaa Centre offers for social
transformation. Second, because of our substantial resources, we are able to offer these
to our brothers and sisters in other more marginal contexts outside of South Africa.
Third, though South Africa must be very careful not to present itself as the African
empire, it does have a strategic place within the African continent, and it must act
responsibly in sharing resources with others. Fourth, the large investment that our
partners have made in us, the Ujamaa Centre, can generate substantial returns for many
others, with their continued support and guidance.
We are encouraged by the initiative of Norwegian Church Aid to tackle this issue
directly. They have been proactive and have planned their partnership with the Ujamaa
Centre to include our participation in their projects in other African countries. This will
implemented in 2007.
In addition to our primary work among grassroots communities, the Ujamaa Centre has
initiated a collaborative project to offer a formal state-approved Certificate to church and
community leaders. Apartheid education has left a dreadful legacy among many, who
have been unable to receive proper education. Many religious leaders fall within this
category. We have therefore decided to pool our resources, as well as to work closely
with other agencies in our region, such as the KwaZulu-Natal Christian Council and its
Consortium partners, in order to establish a Certificate in Ministry and Theology with the
government’s qualifications framework. We have begun work on this during the latter
half of 2006, and will pilot the project in 2007. We hope to have full accreditation by
2008.
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The Ujamaa Centre has consolidated its work in the Religion and Governance
Programme, and we include a detailed report in this Annual Report of its work. We are
very excited about the potential of this Programme. Developing a citizenry in our
country is crucial at this time. The tendency within religious communities, including the
churches, is to view the democratic state and the Constitution as potentially dangerous
and undermining of religious values. It is therefore vital that we work with the faithbased communities in order to mediate and construct meaningful engagement between
the apparatuses of the state and values and commitments of faith-based organizations.
There are signs that religion is reemerging as a force in South Africa. In last year’s
Annual Report we wrote that religion was fairly extensively marginalized, but that there
were signs of a stirring in prophetic theology. As one of the key agents of prophetic
theology in South Africa, the Ujamaa Centre has taken every opportunity to bring
religion back into the public sphere. The struggle continues!
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Research and Pedagogy Programme
Prof Gerald West

1. Collaboration and Exchange with Ghana
Objectives
The main objective is mutual learning across two different African contexts in the areas
of contextual Bible study and theology.
Activities
This year’s exchange involved Rev Sibusiso Gwala, the Coordinator of our Economic
Justice Programme. In addition to sharing his expertise in the area of his programme,
Rev Gwala also shared our work on the Tamar Campaign, as this has been specifically
requested.
Outcomes
As in previous years, our participation among our partners in Ghana is deeply
appreciated, both in Abetifi, where the workshops were hosted, and more widely by those
attending the workshops from further afield in Ghana. A specific outcome from this
exchange is that the network of partners in Ghana have launched their own version of the
Tamar Campaign (see also below the report of the Women and Gender Programme).
Reflections
This kind of collaboration is very important for it demonstrates the capacity of the
Ujamaa Centre to train and resource those in other contexts in Africa, without creating
dependency. The case of the Tamar Campaign is an excellent example. In this case the
Ujamaa Centre provided the basic training and sample resources, which were then taken
up and developed for the Ghanian context.
Plans for 2007
We will continue with this collaborative partnership, focusing in this year on work with
HIV and AIDS.

2. Community-based Service Learning in the School of Religion and Theology
Objectives
The main objective is to enable theological students to integrate their faith experiences
with a critical study of the Bible and theology, through community-based work. Related
to this objective are others, including training students to be facilitators, training students
to use the See-Judge-Act and Contextual Bible Study methods, making students aware of
the interpretive resources of local communities, enabling students to creatively share their
biblical and theological training in local churches and communities, and developing
resources for community-based service learning.
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Activities
In the first half of 2006 we contiued with our ongoing work with Biblical Studies 210,
“Text, Interpretation and Culture”. Though this is ongoing work, the praxis of the
Ujamaa Centre, which involves a continual process of Action-Reflection, results in new
insights and new practices. These are integrated into courses like Biblical Studies 210.
Twenty five Biblical Studies 210 students participated in this module during the first half
of the year. Students worked in groups or individually in church-based community’s of
their own choice. Mr Sibonelo Zuma, one of our part-time workers, did basic orientation
with the students, and Rev Solomuzi Mabuza then mentored each group, preaparing them
for their community-based work. My role was to do theoretical training in the area of
Contextual Bible Study.
Each student group facilitated a Contextual Bible Study related to the Ujamaa Centre’s
Worker Sunday Campaign.
In the second half of the year, one of our Student Workers registered for Practical
Theology 290, a community-based learning module designed for Student Worker’s. This
module consists of extensive engagement with the work of the Ujamaa Centre both
practically and theoretically.
Outcomes
Each student group produced a three part report, which included a detailed description of
the Contextual Bible Study, an analysis of the Bible Study, and an evaluation of the
whole experience. These reports were submitted to me and assessed.
The strengths of the students at this level (second year) is clearly in the areas of
description and evaluation. Their ability to analyse the Contextual Bible Study process is
not as well developed.
The Student Worker module (Practical Theology 290), although having only one student,
proved valuable. The module is constructed to enable Student Workers to engage in
praxis overtly, combining action and reflection. As in years past, this year we again
found that Student Workers, like all of us, require sustained support in holding together
action and reflection. The tendency is to concentrate on one or the other.
Reflections
From their evaulations, however, it is clear that the process is a significant one for
students, enabling them to see clear connections between their academic work and their
context. By linking the community-based work to the Worker Sunday Campaign the
students are able to make use of the Ujamaa Centre’s resources in this area and are
exposed to an important dimension of our context.
Practical Theology 290 takes this experience further in a sustained attempt to integrate
theory and practice.
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Plans for 2007
We will continue with these modules in 2007, and will include Biblical Studies 220 as
part of the package. In previous years we have used Biblical Studies 220 to link students
to the Tamar Campaign. However, in 2006 we were worried that we did not have the
support within the Ujamaa Centre (given that we do not have a co-ordinator for the
Women and Gender Programme) to support the students in this sensitive work.

3. The Tamar Campaign
Objectives
The main objective for his component of our work is to provide the churches and
communities with biblical and theological resources to address the issue of violence
against women and children. Related to this objective are others, including training
trainers to do this kind of work, building a team of Tamar Campaign volunteers,
designing resource materials, and expanding the Campaign to focus on children and men.
Within the Research and Pedagogy Programme, the main objective is to analyse the
impact of the Tamar Campaign and to investigate areas into which the Campaign should
be extended.
Activities
The wide range of activities that constitute the Tamar Campaign are reported under the
Women and Gender Programme. Here we will concentrate on the activities which were
designed to measure the impact of the Campaign.
Using funding specifically given for this purpose by the Foundation for Human Rights,
the Ujamaa Centre conducted research into the impact of the Tamar Campaign in two
sites, a Methodist church in Mamelodi East, Gauteng, and a Lutheran church in Zwathi
(from Swart Umfolozi), between Ceza and Vryheid in KwaZulu-Natal. In each site
volunteer members of our Tamar team conducted three workshops. Those working in
Gauteng were Rev Martin Maluleke, Rev Malika Sibeko, and Rev Smadz Matsepe, and
the person working in Zwathi was Sister Happiness Khumalo. The first workshop in
each site did a survey concerning the church’s understanding of gender violence. The
second workshop in each site was the actual Tamar Campaign, and the third workshop
then measured the impact of the Campaign some months after the second workshop.
The results of this work were reported in the Annual Report of 2005. However, we had
not been able to conduct the third workshop in the Zwathi area last year, but have been
able to complete this element in March of this year.
From 10-12 March 2006, Sister Happiness Khumalo conducted the third phase impact
assessment research. Using a similar questionnaire to that used in the first phase, except
that in this case the questionnaire was discussed with the whole congregation rather than
in the designated groups (that is, older men, older women, younger men, and younger
women). Though not what we would have chosen, the constraints of the context
prevented us from dividing the congregation.
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Sister Khumalo was only allowed to use the full Sunday service for this component of the
research, and so was unable to divide the congregation.
Outcomes
It was clear that in terms of question 1, “What is your understanding of gender violence”,
the congregation was far more articulate and informed than previously. In terms of
question 2, “What is your attitude towards people who are abused”, there was a clear
sense of empathy and a desire to offer support. However, the responses also indicate that
the participants feel that it is not always easy to offer support, both because “it is not
easy, especially if one cannot talk about being abused” and because participants
recognised that they do not have “enough skills”. The responses to question 3, “Is this
issue ever discussed in our church?”, were particularly informative. On the one hand,
participants agreed that in this rural community it remained difficult to talk about abuse.
Among the reasons cited were the following: because there was little opportunity;
because it was difficult to talk about this to men because they have “no experience” and
do “not understand what women experience when it comes to abuse”; because there was
abuse within the church; because there is no tradition of discussing such things in church.
On the other hand, participants acknowledged that the “time will come for it to be heard
within the church”, and most significantly, that the Tamar Campaign had “challenged”
them to talk about it and so now “it is up to us to take it up”, even though “for the church
it is still difficult, just as it is still difficult to talk about HIV/AIDS, which we still have to
be courageous to teach our children about”. Clearly participants felt that there were
strong taboos about addressing gender violence openly, but that the increase in gender
violence and the increase in sexual activity among the youth required that the church
break these taboos, difficult as it may be.
In response to question 4, “How does your church help the survivors of violence, abuse
and rape?”, the major problem was that abuse was not openly reported or discussed in
church. Participants agreed that abuse was usually raised either with traditional courts or
the police, but seldom with the church. Some argued that such matters used to be “dealt
with under the church-bell”, but that the local traditional authorities had now usurped this
role. There was general agreement, however, that the church was not yet a safe site to
offer support. Instead, “it is my duty as an abused woman to choose one woman within
the church, whom I trust, and to share with her how I am suffering”. Question 5, “Which
other resources are available in your community?”, supported the above comments, with
participants listing a range of support structures outside the church, including the police,
clinics, hospitals, social welfare, traditional courts, and psychologists.
Reflections
These results demonstrate, firstly, that is far more difficult to deal with gender violence
within a church context in rural areas than in urban areas. Secondly, while participants
agree that it remains difficult to address gender violence in their church, all are far more
articulate about gender violence that in phase one. In particular, Sister Khumalo notes
that although not separated into groups, the older women and younger women responded
openly and often, participating far more than the men. There was clearly a much deeper
understanding of gender violence than before.
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What is also clear is that gender violence is overtly linked to HIV and AIDS. In the final
analysis, in rural contexts, “it might take a long time for the church to be open in talking
about gender abuse because most of the people who suffer are women and yet most of the
people who have the most chances to break the silence in the church are men, who are not
the ones experiencing the pain of being abused”.
Plans for 2007
Arising from our research on the impact of the Tamar Campaign, we plan to provide
training workshops for community selected representatives in basic counselling skills.
Each community which participates in the Tamar Campaign will be asked to identify one
person that they want trained in basic counselling and referral skills. The Ujamaa Centre
will then run a week long workshop. We will draw on the resources of our University
pastoral counselling and psychology colleagues to assist us in establishing these training
workshops.
We have also applied to the European Commission for funds to implement the Tamar
Campaign and its research and training components in four other African countries:
Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, and Zambia, in addition to South Africa.
We had hoped to begin this work in 2006, but have not had the personnel or financial
resources to do so. Norwegian Church Aid is committed to both aspects of this work and
so we are confident that we will be able to implement it in 2007.

4. The Bible and HIV/AIDS
Objectives
The main objective of this component of our work is to understand the role of contextual
Bible study in the ongoing health, healing, and resilience of those living positively with
HIV and AIDS.
Activities
In 2005 Gerald West and Bongi Zengele conducted focus group discussions with a
Siyaphila group in order to understand more deeply the impact of Ujamaa Bible studies
on people living with HIV and AIDS. The results of this discussion and reflection were
presented to the Theological Society of South Africa conference in June.
Outcomes
The paper presented has been published: 2006, Gerald West and Bongi Zengele, The
Medicine of God’s Word: What People Living with HIV and AIDS Want (and Get) from
the Bible, Journal of Theology for Southern Africa, 125, 51-63.
Aspects of this research were also presented at academic conferences. Bongi Zengele
presented a paper on Following Job from Silence to Lament: HIV-positive Readings of
Job at the Old Testament Society of South Africa Congress in September, and Gerald
West presented a paper on The Poetry of Job as a Resource for the Articulation of
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Embodied Lament in the Context of HIV and AIDS in South Africa at the Society of
Biblical Literature Annual Meeting in Washington DC, USA, in November.
Reflections
We will continue to work with the Siyaphila support groups in order to understand more
fully how the Bible may be a resource for transformation and life.
Plans for 2007
In addition to ongoing work with the Siyaphila support groups, the Ujamaa Centre has
been working with the Theology and Development Programme of the School of Religion
and Theology in a number of areas, including clergy and lay women leaders training
around the issue of HIV and AIDS. In 2007 we will revisit these groups to reflect with
them on how the use the Bible to deal with HIV and AIDS.

5. Indigenous Interpretation of the Bible
Objectives
The primary objective of this component of the work is to understand what indigenous or
neo-indigenous resources African readers of the Bible bring to their interpretations of the
Bible, and how these resources are used in present communities.
Activities
One of the areas of ongoing research within this area has been the teaching of Isaiah
Shembe, as reported in the 2005 Annual Report. Among the aspects of his teaching
examined is his extensive focus on adultery, in which he argues that it is primarily the
male’s responsibility. This focus on male responsibility is unusual, both in terms of
African culture and the Christian tradition. And yet this emphasis may be an important
element in dealing with HIV/AIDS.
At the same conference at which Bongi Zengele presented our reflections on work with
the Siyaphila groups, Gerald West presented a paper on Isaiah Shembe’s biblical
understanding of the female body. The paper was titled, “The Biblical Construction of
the Female Body in Ibandla lamaNazaretha: Isaiah Shembe and Jephthah’s Daughter”.
Outcomes
The research found that Shembe insists on the male as having the primary responsibility
when it comes to adultery. Although Shembe also holds a relatively passive view of
women, his teachings nevertheless place an important emphasis on male responsibility.
The following published article reports fully on this research: 2006. Gerald West,
Reading Shembe ‘Re-membering’ the Bible: Isaiah Shembe’s Instructions on Adultery,
Neotestamentica, 40, 157-183. The research on the female body has been submitted for
publication.
Reflection
Further work needs to be done in this area, as we strive to recover as many potential
resources as possible for the ongoing struggle against HIV and AIDS, and for a more
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general understanding of the relationship between indigenous knowledge systems and
Christianity.
Plans for 2007
Isaiah Shembe will continue to serve as a case-study, providing as it does an excellent
example of the first generation of African Christians and their integration of their
traditional culture, the Bible, and Christianity.

6. Bible Studies on Land
Objectives
The primary objective of this component of the work is to assist the Church Land
Programme, an NGO in KwaZulu-Natal, to develop contextual Bible studies on issues
related to land.
Activities
The Bible study on HIV/AIDS and Land went through some initial phases of
development in 2005 was completed in 2006. Gerald West worked regularly with staff of
the Church Land Programme and other NGOs and CBOs to develop this Bible study, as
part of the set of studies on Land Possession and Dispossession, Women and Land, Land
and Leadership, Land and Food Security, and HIV/AIDS and Land.
Outcomes
A Bible study on HIV/AIDS was designed in a series of workshops and then used in
various communities in KwaZulu-Natal. The reports from the various facilitators was
extremely interesting and disturbing. It became clear that rural communities are
experiencing a number of cases of land dispossession, in which land is being taken from
people living with HIV and AIDS by traditional authorities. The reasons given are
twofold. First, it is argued that these people will soon die and that their land must
therefore be reallocated. Second, and worrying in terms of the testimony of the church, is
the argument that taking the land from these people is not a problem because God is
punishing them, as even the churches proclaim! In all the other Bible studies there is a
strong commitment by local communities to people retaining their land, but in the case of
HIV/AIDS this is not maintained. This is a deeply worrying finding and requires further
research.
Reflection
HIV/AIDS is clearly changing our landscape, quite literality. While local communities
always put land ownership above any other claim, in this case they do not. HIV/AIDS
distorts the issue of land ownership, allowing traditional authorities to appropriate the
land of those living with HIV and AIDS. We must, it is clear, try to understand and
address this issue.
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Plans for 2007
We have planned with the Church Land Programme to run another series of workshops
on this issue. This work has been placed on the website of the Church Land Programme,
and will also be published in booklet form.

7. Training Manual
Objectives
The primary objective for this component of the work is to develop, in an ongoing way, a
resource manual for contextual Bible study.
Activities
During the first half of 2006 we contracted a communications expert, Ruth Osborne, to
work through the draft Manual with a view to make it more accessible to local
communities.
Outcomes
The Manual has been reworked by Ruth Osborne and we must now revise and do a final
edit of the Manual. Much of this work has now been done. The Council for World
Mission is interested in working with the Ujamaa Centre to publish this Manual.
Reflections
The Manual is now substantially more accessible and useful. More work requires to be
done on illustrations and final layout, but otherwise it is in a usable form.
Plans for 2007
The final editing and layout will be done during this period, possibly with the assistance
of the communications team at the Council for World Mission (CWM) in London, who
have expressed their interest in helping us with the Manual and then using it among their
constituency.

8. Contextual Bible Study Methodology
Objectives
The primary objective of this project is to reflect on and theorise the contextual Bible
study work that lies at the heart of the Ujamaa Centre.
Activities
This work is ongoing and consists of regular reflection on the actual practice of
Contextual Bible Study within the Ujamaa Centre. Whenever we do Contextual Bible
Study in a workshop we are both using existing methodology and refining this
methodology in the light of particular contexts. Such action-reflection leads to new
insights and the need for fresh theory in order to understand what we are doing and why
it is useful to the communities with which we work.
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Recently there has been renewed interest in the Contextual Bible Study method from a
range of other sectors, which has led to requests for sustained reflection and writing from
this programme. Gerald West has used three months sabbatical leave in the first half of
the year to write up some of this work.
In addition, the Ujamaa Centre is increasingly been invited to facilitate Contextual Bible
Study by a range of church-related organisations. In February, Gerald West was invited
to be one of the four English-speaking Bible study facilitators for the daily Mutiro Bible
studies of the World Council of Churches, Ninth Assembly, in Porto Alegre, Brasil. In
June he was invited to facilitate the daily Bible studies for the Council of World Mission
Assembly in Ocho Rios, Jamaica. In October the Ujamaa Centre was invited to
coordinate a major training workshop for the Council for World Mission (CWM), entitled
Mission Education School III, in South Africa. The CWM covered the total costs and
brought together key church and community delegates from around the world for three
weeks of training in contextual Bible study methodology. The Ujamaa Centre invited
colleagues from Brasil, India, and the Pacific Islands to be a part of the facilitation team,
allowing for a creative engagement of related methodologies and experiences.

Training CWM trainers

Gerald West has also been invited to coordinate the Bible studies for the forthcoming
Lambeth Conference by the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury.
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Outcomes
Recent visits to India, Norway, Scotland, England (all in 2005), and Brasil and Jamaica
(in 2006), together with the collaborative work together with colleagues from Brasil,
India, and the Pacific Islands, have resulted in sustained dialogue and reflection with
others about the Contextual Bible Study method. One of the developments in our
theoretical reflection has been to view the Contextual Bible Study methodology as part of
the See-Judge-Act framework. Contextual Bible Study begins with social analysis of a
particular context (See), moves into a close and careful interpretation of the biblical
tradition (Judge), and then leads into a detailed and concrete action plan (Act). The role
of the facilitator, the use of local and academic resources, and the different levels of
action planning are all aspects of the Contextual Bible Study method that have been
reflected on. Recent publications that have resulted from this reflection are the
following: Gerald West, 2006, The Vocation of an African Biblical Scholar on the
Margins of Biblical Scholarship, Old Testament Essays, 19/1, 307-336; Gerald West,
2006, Contextual Bible Reading: A South African Case Study, Analecta Bruxellensia, 11,
131-148; Gerald West, 2006/7, Newsprint Theology: Working with the Bible in the
Context of HIV and AIDS in South Africa, in Pearson, C. and Havea, J. (eds) Out of
Place, London: Equinox Publishing; and Gerald West, 2006/7, Contextuality, in Sawyer,
J. (ed) Blackwells Companion to the Bible and Culture, London: Blackwells.
Each of these international workshop opportunities has enabled the work of Ujamaa
Centre to be shared with a wide range of church and community leaders. What we are
learning from our own context is not making an impact in other communities around the
world.
Reflection
This work remains central to our understanding of what we do and how the Bible
functions in our work. As more and more dialogue partners engage with us, fresh
questions push us to reflect more deeply on our work.
Plans for 2007
On of the areas that requires further reflection is how the Contextual Bible Study method
resources people to begin to articulate and own their embodied theologies. While some
preliminary work has been done in this area, more in-depth psycho-social work will be
useful.

9. Reconceptualising Interreligious Dialogue
Objectives
The primary objective of this project are to reconceptualise interreligious dialogue by
placing context at the centre of the dialogue.
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Activities
Gerald West, in the field of Christian biblical interpretation, and Tahir Sitoto, in the field
of Islamic interpretation of the Qur’an, have been working together to reflect on how
placing the African context at the centre of each of these religious traditions shifts the
focus of interreligious dialogue.
Outcomes
Gerald West and Tahir Sitoto presented a paper on this topic in 2004, and this was then
developed for publication during 2005. In this half year the paper was published: 2005,
Other Ways of Reading the Qur’an and the Bible in Africa: Isaiah Shembe and Shaykh
Ahmadu Bamba, Postscripts, 1, 47-76. By placing African agency and the African
context at the centre of interreligious dialogue we argue that African Christians and
African Moslems are able to collaborate in working together to address key concerns in
the African context, without minimising the substantive values of each religious tradition.
Reflections
This work has the potential to reconceptualise interreligious dialogue and in so doing to
make a significant contribution to interreligious tensions in our region.
Plans for 2007
Together with colleagues from Norway and Malawi, the Ujamaa Centre (and colleagues
from the School of Religion and Theology) have put forward a proposal to the Norwegian
government for substantial funding to explore this dimension of African reality more
fully.

10. Clergy Training Certificate
Objectives
The primary objective of this project is to offer local clergy and lay leaders, particularly
those in the KwaZulu-Natal region, a government recognised certificate in theology.
Activities
Though this kind of training has always been a part of the work of the Ujamaa Centre,
during 2006 we have taken the decision to consolidate this work into a government
recognised certificate in theology. Such a certificate will not only recognise the training
we offer but will also enable those who achieve the certificate to go on to diploma and
university level training.
This initiative has involved extensive preparation and planning, as the qualification has to
be approved by the state. We have held a series of preparatory meetings in the latter half
of 2006 and have reached the stage where the various modules that will be offered have
been drafted. We are currently in the phase of correlating the modules with government
Unit Standards for a qualification in theology.
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Outcomes
Draft modules have been designed, and some progress has been made towards correlating
these with government qualification requirements. Modules will include Religion and
Governance; Theology and Development; Theology, Work and Economic Justice; HIV
and AIDS; Gender, Sexuality and the Church; Christianity, African Religion and Other
Faiths.
Reflections
This is a major initiative, in which the Ujamaa Centre is pioneering the development of a
major resource in training church and community leaders. Much work remains to be
done, but the effort is definitely worth it.
Plans for 2007
Each of the modules will be piloted during 2007, church and community leaders will be
recruited, and the qualification will be registered with the government, through the
University of Natal. The qualification will be formally offered in 2008.
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Women and Gender Programme
Prof Gerald West
During this year the programme has been without a Coordinator. We have been working
with part-time staff for the past eighteen months, using this time both to evaluate the
programme and to design a job-description. Our internal evaluation has made it clear that
this programme is vital for our South African context and the wider African context. The
Tamar Campaign was identified as a particularly important project within this
programme. We also identified a need to link the Tamar Campaign to our HIV/AIDS
work. In consultation with our Board, we decided to design a job-description for this
programme which included research and writing skills. The Board felt that the Ujamaa
Centre must increase its capacity to produce resources that could be used by other
organisations.
Though we have now completed the process of evaluation and job-description, we are
undertaking a careful financial audit of our future funding before we make a decision to
advertise the post. In the meantime, we have used the funds in the programme to
continue with the work, using part-time staff and staff from other programmes.
1. Tamar Campaign
Objectives
The primary objectives of this programme are to use the biblical story of Tamar (2
Samuel 12:1-22) to enable churches and faith-based organisations to talk about gender
violence and to begin to address the needs of survivors of violence in their churches and
communities.
Activities
During the year a number of workshops were facilitated. Gerald West was invited to
facilitate a number of workshops as part of the Mutiro Workshops for the World
Council of Churches, Ninth Assembly, during February in Porto Alegre, Brasil. He
facilitated four workshops in total, each incorporating about forty to fifty participants.
In June he was invited to facilitate the daily Bible studies for the Council of World
Mission Assembly in Ocho Rios, Jamaica. One of the days was used for the Tamar
Campaign Bible study, which included more than one hundred and fifty participants.
Our colleagues in Ghana have invited us (see 2005 Annual Report) to work with them
with the Tamar Campaign in Ghana this year. Sibusiso Gwala represented us in Ghana in
July. A specific outcome from this exchange is that the network of partners in Ghana
have launched their own version of the Tamar Campaign, including their own posters and
workshop leaflets.
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The Tamar Campaign was also an integral part of the Council for World Mission
sponsored Mission Education School III, in Durban, in October.
This Education School brought together Christian leaders from all over the world for
training in Contextual Bible Study. Among the Bible studies we trained participants to
do was the Tamar Bible study.
Of particular importance in this Education School was extensive training by one of the
Ujamaa volunteers, Genevieve James, on using the Tamar Campaign with children.
Using puppets and plenty of participation Genevieve James demonstrated how the
Campaign could be adapted for children of different age-groups. She also showed
participants the first drafts of a comic-strip version of the Tamar story that the Ujamaa
Centre is developing.

Genevieve James training trainers for Tamar work with children

Outcomes
As always, the Tamar Campaign has had a profound impact (see 2005 Annual Report and
various publications cited, as well as the Research and Pedagogy Programme report in
this half-yearly report). Participants are enabled to address gender violence issues, often
linking them to issues of HIV/AIDS, in contexts where such talk is usually taboo. In
addition, the Tamar Bible study allows men and women to discuss gender violence
through a text that usually does not alienate men.
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Finally, the Tamar Campaign is easily transferable from one context to another, resulting
in substantial interest from participants to take the Tamar Campaign into their own
contexts.
Reflections
The Tamar Campaign remains the central vehicle for work in this programme. It is a
resource that needs as wide exposure as is possible. We will continue to use this
Campaign in its own right and as a resource to develop other aspects of the programme,
such as the link between gender violence and HIV/AIDS, the adaptation of the Bible
study to focus on why men rape, and the adaptation of the Bible study for use with
children. We have already begun work in each of these areas.
This kind of collaboration with Ghana is very important for it demonstrates the capacity
of the Ujamaa Centre to train and resource those in other contexts in Africa, without
creating dependency. The case of the Tamar Campaign is an excellent example. In this
case the Ujamaa Centre provided the basic training and sample resources, which were
then taken up and developed for the Ghanian context.
Plans for 2007
The Tamar Campaign will move into a new phase in 2007, by providing training for
community representatives in basic counseling and referral. This has been a constant
request whenever we do the Tamar Campaign, and so next year we will seek to
collaborate with the University’s Child and Family Unit to offer training in these areas.
We will also continue to develop the work we have done with Genevieve James to adapt
the Tamar Bible study for working with children, and we will continue to develop our
work in the area of men and gender (see below).

2. Men and Gender
Objectives
The primary objectives of this project are to extend the work we doing in the area of
Women and Gender to men and gender and to examine in detail how masculinities are
formed and function, and how they can be transformed.
Activities
This is a new area of work within the Ujamaa Centre. During 2005 some initial work
was done in adapting the Tamar Bible study to work with men. The preliminary results
were encouraging, with some in-depth exploration of why men rape.
In addition, in May 2006 the Pietermaritzburg Agency for Christian Social Awareness
and KwaZulu-Natal Christian Council invited the Ujamaa Centre and a visiting scholar
from the People’s Seminary in the USA, Bob Ekblad, to facilitate a workshop on “Jesus
the man”, as part of their Men, Gender, and HIV/AIDS Project. Two Bible studies were
used, one facilitated by Gerald West and one by Bob Ekblad, in a workshop format.
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Outcomes
The workshop included about twenty participants from various churches and
organisations in the region and was very participatory. Many suggestions were made and
will be incorporated in the documentation, which will form the basis of another workshop
later this year.
It was clear from the workshop that there is plenty of scope for Bible studies such as
these, one based on Mark 5:21-6:1 and the other on Matthew 20:17-34. While questions
were raised about whether Jesus represents God rather than men/males, we agreed that
the Bible studies did challenge dominant forms of masculinity.
Reflections
There is clearly a great need for Bible studies on men and gender. While the Ujamaa
Centre has focussed on women as the most vulnerable, it is clear that we must address the
perpetrators -- men.
Plans for 2007
We will continue to develop this work, both in conjunction with the Pietermaritzburg
Agency for Christian Social Awareness and KwaZulu-Natal Christian Council and as part
of the Tamar Campaign.
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Solidarity Programme for People Living With HIV and AIDS
Ms Bongi Zengele
1. Collaboration with Siyaphila Network of Support Groups for People Living with
HIV/AIDS
Objectives
Capacity building and mentoring project for support groups
Positive Living training to PLWHA’S for long term survival
Spiritual support through Contextual Bible Study on HIV/AIDS
Train the trainer project on basic HIV/AIDS education
Family intervention for both infected and affected in community
Planning for funerals with educational content on HIV and AIDS prevention
Activities
Facilitating training workshops on ‘positive living’ with people living with HIV and
AIDS
Promoting life skills programme by using positive living values as tools of enhancing
constructive behavioural change.
Facilitating contextual Bible studies on HIV and AIDS with PLWHA’S
Promote prevention through educational messages in local funerals
Enhancing peer education activities as an expression of Solidarity
16 days of Activism against Women and Children Abuse Campaign
Outcomes
All support groups see the importance of being in a caring and nurturing environment
where they are not judged as one member said ‘coming to Siyaphila is like my second
home, I have shared staff I have never talked about at home! I love it here’
Siyaphila have received R500 000 funding from the department of health to carry on
working in communities affected by HIV/AIDS and TB. Siyaphila is an independent
CBO completely autonomous and Ujamaa is a networking partner. This outcome
demonstrates Ujamaa’s role as a service provider, mentoring a Community Based
Organization (CBO) Siyaphila to be able to write a funding proposal and designing a
programme and budget. In this way accessing funding from the department of health is a
strong indicator that Ujamaa’s intervention was successful at the same time this type of
relationship enhances empowerment as it allows people to own the project by being
directly involved in it and appreciate their own growth and development.
Establishment of new support groups in communities, demonstrated the impact such
groups has on people who are trying to search for a meaning for survival after learning
that that they were infected with HIV. Belonging to a group with other people affected
with similar virus provides ‘safe spaces’ for them to share experiences of being in the
same boat and to learn life skills through encountering with other PWHA’S. The core
themes in their sharing does engage participants to review and challenge towards
behavioural change as means of promoting prevention of the spread of HIV in
communities.
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As part of developing a ‘hands on’ strategy in our intervention as means of disseminating
appropriate information ‘train the trainer’ methodology in training is the most versatile
tool to use in communities. This type of training allows those who are trained to facilitate
more training to other members in community. So to train one person and him or her
returns back home and share information with more than ten people in this way a training
of twenty people means we are reaching out to more than 1000 people in terms of share
learning within limited resources.
Visible ‘care and support’ initiatives for PLWHA’S at community level demonstrate a
level of success by the organization to address issues of ‘stigma and discrimination’. The
mere fact that several meetings and trainings take place in communities with no incidents
of violence or threat means we are succeeding to break the silence around HIV and AIDS
in communities. The increasing number of support groups and their activities with clear
prevention messages of HIV and AIDS spearhead the main goal of being in ‘Solidarity’
with People Living with HIV and AIDS as they journey with us in our context. By
directly working with PLWHA’S we open more channels of communication so that their
‘voices can be heard loud and clear’ and in return the communities can draw some
lessons from these interventions, without discrimination.
16 Days of Activism against Women and Children Campaign
This international Campaign was embraced by Ujamaa Centre in that all programmes are
overlapping and the core theme of the campaign touch all programmes because of the
impact of violence in families. More cases indicate that the majority of women contract
HIV because of unprotected sex which often happens as a result of violence, be it rape or
any other form of domestic violence. This kind of violence is often not reported promptly
because of the complication of the family structure. So in listening to the life stories of
with PLWHA’S there is a strong presence of violence, so engaging in this campaign
became a real necessity. The Solidarity Programme engaged PLWHA’S in reading the
story of Tamar.
Tamar Campaign became the central tool to engage with communities as we were
commemorating the 16 days of Activism against Women and Children Abuse. Twelve
areas of our operation were targeted and the Bible Study Sessions took place with groups
of + or – 80 people in each community. The story of the rape of Tamar read in the context
of HIV and AIDS strike a cord with more reported and unreported cases of child rapes
that go without proper handling by the justice system. This was also linked with some of
the myths that if an HIV positive man has sex with a virgin will be cured!!! The story of
Tamar enabled communities to explore and share experiences and create platforms of
dealing with this myth as a way of securing young girls and women who are victims of
this sick belief!!. There was a strong feeling that this matter need to address by the
churches as well since this story was from the Bible.
Reflections
This collaboration proves to be working very well and the integration of services clearly
demonstrates that in attempting to work with HIV and AIDS prevention it is of greatest
importance to work directly with People living with HIV and AIDS.
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Their voices are often not heard at all…and there is a tendency of referring to statistics
each time we deal with the increasing rate of HIV infection. This initiative poses a great
challenge to organizations who see themselves as service providers as there is a need to
open the channels communication in order to create ‘safer spaces’ for the marginalized to
share their experiences, hear their voices, to teach all involved about life challenging
experiences shaped by the impact of living with HIV and AIDS. These experiences need
to reconstruct and influence the decisions of both service providers and donor partners by
challenging the paternalistic attitude of ‘us’ and ‘them’ that often divert issues of
accountability and discrimination aside. In this context ‘we are all in this together’ as
HIV and AIDS impact all sectors of our society regardless class, gender, religion, etc.
Working directly with PLWHA’S is humbling experience in that it exposes the harsh
reality that we are all vulnerable and no one is immune from AIDS. This is even a
stronger reason for more collaborative initiatives to be promoted in the work of HIV and
AIDS.
Plans for 2007
On-going Contextual Bible Study sessions as means of spiritual support at a personal
level as well as at a group level.
Organize local evaluation workshop, as a tool of assessing the impact of support groups
in community.
Open more channels of communication with PWHA’S as way of promoting ‘safe nets’
through support groups and other support structures for infected couples.
Allow open dialogue with PLWHA’S as a way of extending learning opportunities for
communities.
Encourage the reading of the story of the rape Tamar with PLWHA’S.
To explore the availability of (VCT) Voluntary Counseling and Testing Sites as
initiatives that promotes ongoing prevention of the spread of HIV and AIDS.
Link support groups with ‘Healing of Memories Workshops’ as part of therapeutic
grieving and healing initiative for PLWHA’S.

2. Antiretroviral (ARV) Treatment Literacy Training
Objectives
To enhance ongoing learning and deepening knowledge about ARV’S
To accompany and nurture adherence to those receiving ARV treatment
To promote prevention of HIV initiatives strategies across different age groups
Activities
Facilitate ‘treatment buddies’ training workshop on basic ARV treatment literacy
Formation of ‘treatment buddies’ network to monitor proper intake of ARV’S
Training workshops on basic HIV prevention for those on ARV treatment
Developing communication level to remind patients to take their daily ARV treatment
through cell phones
Hosting update gatherings for both buddies as means of renewing relationship and allow
for update reports on how the treatment process takes place with individual patient.
To do follow-up home visits as a way of monitoring progress in adherence.
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Creating awareness on the relationship between ARV treatment and TB treatment

Women leading the struggle for safer communities training seminar
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Outcomes
All people receiving ARV treatment learn new ways of taking their treatment properly.
All people on treatment observe positive results through improved CD4 counts, because
of effective adherence strategies.
All treatment buddies provide needed support to those on treatment, where there are
problems the follow up updates serves as constant reminders about treatment process.
An increased treatment literacy and awareness at community level, this is spearheaded by
the series of treatment literacy trainings at community level. Ujamaa runs site trainings
on treatment literacy, this year there were 30 trainings reaching out to + or – 40
participants in each training and from these training treatment buddies are encouraged to
check on their patients especially because in some instances there are side effects that
need to be reported back to the hospital. So an increased communication of buddies is of
utmost importance as a support system to appropriate treatment plan.
Sixteen patients needed to revisit a doctor after complains about the ARV regiment they
were given by the hospital. Some were given new combination whilst some were given
food supplements. This illustrates the importance of doing follow-ups with patients on
ARV treatment. It is important to note at this juncture that there is a positive impact on
PWHA’S who are on treatment in that they are regaining their health back and the levels
of CD4 counts are increasing and there is a low level of deaths when we compare the
situation before the ARV treatment ‘roll-out’
Reflections
This initiative has proved to be exactly what people on treatment were looking for, since
there are limited resources available for their on going support. There is often a common
assumption that people would automatically comply to treatment and this has left out the
realities faced by people on treatment because of possible side effects that can be
detrimental to their health. I can boldly say that in all the support groups people are more
healthy and happy to be on treatment as they see themselves returning to life again. ARV
treatment is the way to go in handling HIV in families, this treatment is rescuing the lives
of PLWHA’S thus prolonging needed support to families and children who would be
orphaned if parents were not on treatment. In this way this treatment has changed HIV
from a ‘death sentence’ to a manageable chronic illness like Diabetes, Cancer, and
Hypertension.
Plans for 2007
More treatment training workshops for individual families as well as the communities
Treatment Literacy Campaigns as means of provoking a social response that affirms
those receiving ARV treatment
Promote the establishment of more ‘Treatment Buddies’ in communities
Providing ‘on-going’ support to existing ‘treatment buddies’ through seminar updates,
retreats, and camps.
Facilitating training to children who are caregivers and recruit more children to be
involved in forming ‘treatment buddies’
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3. Outreach Support for Children
Objectives
To facilitate psycho-social support programme to children with HIV positive parents
Facilitate an outreach initiative attending to psycho-social needs of HIV positive children
Creation of ‘safe nets’ or support network for bereaved children
To provide material support to vulnerable children by linking them to Social Services
To advocate on their behalf should their human rights be violated or abused, by linking
them to relevant urgencies trained and skilled to deal with the cases.
Activities
Eco-therapy camps with children of the infected parents.
Advocacy and Lobbying Campaigns through networking with existing activist’s
organizations such as (TAC) Treatment Action Campaign, Black Sash, Law Clinic and
Life Line.
Facilitating group Counseling Therapy sessions with bereaved children.
Facilitating joint therapeutic meetings with HIV positive parents and their children.
Linking vulnerable children with food bank.
Ensuring that children attend school.
Organizing and celebrating Christmas Parties for vulnerable children.
Outcomes
More children create their own safe spaces where they can share openly their mixed
emotions as children raised by parents who are HIV positive.
Possible prevention messages from infected parents to influence young people who find
themselves in the family of those living with HIV and AIDS.
More children becoming empowered by learning to access social grants and supporting
other children who might be more vulnerable than them. The outreach programme for
children at present supports + or -1000 within their home environment and all these
children have someone in the family that is HIV positive. In this way these children grow
up knowing that their families are impacted by HIV and AIDS. Some of the children are
care givers, and they are the ones that remind their parents to take treatment on daily
basis. This particular context makes it inevitable to create opportunities for them to
articulate their fears, experiences and hope for the future. It is also of utmost importance
to teach them preventative measures with regards to contracting HIV as they remain more
vulnerable in becoming infected as well. It is also important to note here that s high
percentage of these children are HIV positive, some know their status but other parents
are reluctant to test their children.
Reflections
The issue of involving children has been very significant in that it has allowed a rare
opportunity where children were give space to share and be heard by their HIV positive
parents. These encounters create more openness on both parties and demonstrate a more
positive way of dealing with issues of HIV and AIDS within a family. In one of the
camps it was a healing encounter where parents were able to meet with their children and
open new chapters in their lives sharing about living with HIV. Some of the parents were
really scared to visit these emotions with their children.
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Children were more receptive and were talking openly about their fears, frustrations and
had many questions. The experience allowed both parties to be at the same level. This
was the beginning of a healing process where parents were given a chance to engage with
their children and in return share their own fears and hopes for the future. In this way a
creation of ‘a memory box’ seem more adequate where both parties are able to share and
think about the future.
Plans for 2007
Camps for children during school holidays per invitation
Update meetings with children to nurture care and support
To organize outings for children on week-ends or holidays
On going home-visits to children and monitor progress
4. Academic Training on ‘Church and AIDS’ Module
Objectives
To bridge the gap between academic and community in relation to HIV and AIDS
To introduce theological reflection on the impact of HIV and AIDS in the Church
To expose students in theological training to engage with local communities as they
wrestle with multifaceted context of HIV and AIDS
Activities
Assisting in ‘block release’ teaching program in ‘Church and AIDS Course’ at Post-grad
level
Planning and implementing community encounter programme with students and people
living with HIV and AIDS
Provide raw research data for students to reflect deeper into practical experiences of local
communities facing HIV and AIDS
Outcomes
More Theology students gain knowledge and practical skills of integrating HIV and
AIDS and ministry of the Church.
Enabling for the creation of ‘safe spaces’ that interrogate new theologies that are shaped
by the impact of HIV and AIDS in community.
Students written assignments, project and exams
The number of students who passed the course
Feedback material from the student’s evaluation of the course after finishing the module
Reflections
To be the bridging gap between the academia and community raises interesting realities
and contradictions. These tensions are very crucial to keep both worlds aware of realities
posed by the impact of HIV and AIDS. This course has really created a rare opportunity
among the students in that they were compelled by the course to enter the HIV positive
world. Some of the students were aware of the impact of HIV and AIDS because of the
situation in their families or extended families whilst some were not really directly
affected.
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The exposure to communities that are directly infected provided a unique experience of
harsh realities that the majority of the people in South Africa are faced with in the context
of HIV and AIDS. The lecture notes and reading materials prompted the students to
review their own individual stand on HIV and AIDS, and they were challenged
theologically. One of the student expressed gratitude in that it was for the first time for
him to interact with an ordained pastor who disclosed his HIV status.
Plans for 2007
Participating in a teaching team during bloc release programme for Post Graduate
Theology Students in August, September and October 2006
Organizing field visits as part of students’ exposure to community programme
Take part in organizing and implementation of a testing programme known as ‘Know
your HIV status Campaign’ in partnership with the Nu Start voluntary counseling project
To work towards the establishment of a new support group for HIV positive students in
the Campus.

5. UThukela District HIV and AIDS Project
This year Sthembiso Zwane had planned to have 3 HIV and AIDS workshop in the
Uthukela District. I’m happy to say that I have managed to organize and successfully
coordinate the 3 workshops with the help of Siyaphila Support Group in
Pietermaritzburg. I will briefly report on the 3 training workshops.
Activities
On the 26-28 March 2006 we had our first workshop for Ladysmith which was attended
by about 25 delegates who came from areas around Ladysmith. The focus of the
workshop was about treatment literacy aimed at helping those who are HIV positive and
desperately in need of information. The treatment literacy focused on ARV treatment and
the government policy on HIV and AIDS.
On the 12-14 April 2006 we had another training workshop focusing on issues of positive
living, leadership, financial management and group counseling. The members of different
support groups benefited from the deliberations because most people who attended were
new members who had been recently diagnosed and were eager to learn about the virus
and we felt that another workshop is needed towards the end of the year. The workshop
was for the Estcourt group and we had 30 delegates attending the training.
The last workshop was on the 5-7 June 2006 and was held in Estcourt and the members
came from Bergville. We had about 30 delegates attending the workshop and the focus
was on the economics of HIV and AIDS because the virus should not be dealt with in
isolation, but in relation to the economy. Poverty is another problem that most people
who are HIV positive are experiencing. Those who come from poor families experience
the virus differently from those from privilege families. The issue of treatment favours
those with medical aid who get treated in private hospitals whereas those who are poor
have to wait for the government’s treatment programme and its bureaucratic processes
and some die while waiting for treatment.
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This is the harsh reality of our context that those who are employed will live while the
unemployed and working poor die of HIV and AIDS due to lack of adequate treatment
centrers and resources.
Outcomes
The expected outcome is that members of support group will be able to manage and
coordinate support groups. It is expected that members will come to realization that HIV
is not a dead sentence but a challenge and it does require a change in attitude. Positive
living deals with post HIV behavioral patterns to help those living with HIV make the
necessary adjustments in their lives.
Reflections
My work in the Uthukela District since 2002 has been extremely refreshing because I
have been able to establish relationships with a wide range of people at different levels in
the community from Department of health, HIV and AIDS activists, Pastors, TMCC, the
unemployed and YCW in the area and this has created a demand for Ujamaa Centre to
continue to serve the interest of poor and marginalized communities of Uthukela for the
next couple years. I have personally grown since my arrival in 2002 and I feel that the
people that I work with have contributed immensely towards my own development and
that of the District in terms of knowledge.
Plans for 2007
We agreed in the training workshops that we will have to organize the training of
trainer’s workshop towards the end of August 2006 to accommodate key leaders of
support groups from Uthukela so that they would train members of support groups. It was
evident that the three workshops that we had were not enough for the members but due to
limited resources we could not organize more workshops for them. The solution then was
that we need to target key leaders of support groups. Due to limited funds we couldn’t
organize the training of trainers workshop we will have it in 2007.
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Theology of Work Programme
Rev Sithembiso Zwane
In the year 2006 I officially took over the Theology of Work Programme from the late
Mzwandile Nunes who passed on in 2005. In the beginning of the year I appointed
Skhumbuzo Zuma, Sbonelo Zuma and Zwelakhe Nene to assist me in the
Programme. The appointment of the fieldworkers was fundamental because of the nature
of our work which requires analysis, organizing and facilitation skills.
The primary objective of the Programme last year (2006) was to consolidate the work in
KwaZulu-Natal before extending to other Provinces in South Africa in
2007
The year started with a strategic meeting for Coordinators to share their visions about
their programmes. I got the chance to share about the Theology of Work and its focus for
2006. I shared with Colleagues that it was important for the programme to have a
theological identity and begin to redefine itself as the programme outside of Economic
Justice. The two programmes had been inseparable for too long and it was difficult to
differentiate the content of the two programmes. I argued that Theology of Work should
focus on:
Discussing biblical and theological meaning of work in relation to the current socioeconomic and political challenges globally; creating a condusive environment for
workers to reflect biblically and theologically on their work and begin to challenge
injustices in the workplace; producing biblical and theological resources for the clergy
and members of African Initiated Churches (AIC’s) so that they would engage relevant
stakeholders in lobbying and advocacy.
In the Programmes meeting we had last year (2006) it was agreed that we will have
projects within the Programmes of Ujamaa and each Programme Coordinator had to
identify projects within a programme and these were projects of the Theology of Work:
Industrial Mission
Prophets of God (Ministers)
Heroes of work (Workers)
Owners of Production (Employers)
Worker Sunday Celebrations

1. Industrial Mission
Objectives
To give a socio-economic and theological reflection on issues of work and economic
globalization among students at the University.
Activities
The Industrial Mission is an academic course taught at the University. It deals with issues
of work and economic literacy at an academic level. It is taught through a block release
method which takes 3 weeks in 4 months during the first semester, and continues in the
second semester for the duration of the year following the same method.
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This means there are four weeks of teaching in a year. The 3 block release for 2006 has
already been conducted. Prof Gerald West, Rev Sbusiso Gwala and I have collectively
taught the honours class last year (2006) and the topics covered were Social Democracy
and Bourgeoisie Democracy, Trinity of Work, Economic Globalization, Contextual Bible
Studies on Economic Justice and Theology of Work.
The first week for the block release took place on the 10-14 February 2006 and was
jointly facilitated by Rev Sbusiso Gwala and myself. It was during this week that we
dealt with democratic definitions and the threefold nature of work. The second block
release took place on the 2-6 April 2006 and the focus was on the Contextual Bible
Studies and this session was facilitated by Prof Gerald West our Director who is also the
academic supervisor for the course. The last one took place on the 20-24 May 2006 and
dealt with economic globalization and theology of work. After the lectures we had to
prepare the exam for the 5 students who participated in the Industrial Mission Honours
Class. In June the exam was prepared for the students who were enrolling for Honours in
Industrial Mission.
The Industrial Mission will also be taught as part of the clergy training planned for 2007;
the second semester last year (2006) was about planning for the theology of work module
which will be part of Industrial Mission. This module will help introduce students to a
Theology of Work Programme and a wide range of issues related to it.
Outcomes
The expected outcome is that at the end of the training student ministers in training will
continue to engage people in churches and in government on policies that oppress and
subject people to extreme poverty and underdevelopment particularly in rural areas where
most churches and poor people are.
Reflections
This is a strategic academic intervention that we are making as an organization by
offering our biblical and theological resources to student Ministers with the view that
they will become organic intellectuals (community based) and speak with the community
and not for them. The course has contributed immensely in the past towards the
formation of the SAYCW chaplaincy and the revitalization of the prophetic voice of the
church particularly on socio-economic and political issues.
The course has previously reflected on African thinkers in the form of Julius Nyerere,
Kwame Krumah and Amilcar Cabral. These African organic intellectuals are the
custodians of African Socialism. The economic Justice programme will continue to
reflect on the writings of these African intellectuals. These intellectuals have vehemently
argued against capitalism and inequality in the World. These African have resisted
economic colonization in their countries by speaking against neo-liberal economy which
subject poor African countries into abject poverty and underdevelopment. They have
unequivocally told the North (Rich Countries) that they are responsible for the socioeconomic atrocities in Africa. Students Ministers gain valuable information on theology,
economics and socialism.
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I therefore believe that most students who have graduated and those who are still in
training will remember this course and its contribution to their ministry as they engage
with their congregants, community and government. Last (2006) year (2006) we
continued focusing on socio-economic and theological challenges and students enjoyed
themselves as we reflected on the writings of Darrell Cosden, Sampie Terreblanche,
Albert Nolan, Nondyebo Taki and Miroslav Volf.
Plans for 2007
The clergy programme will include Industrial Mission as an elective for students
enrolling for the certificate in theology in 2007. The students who will do well in the pilot
project will then register for the Bachelor of theology in Industrial Mission with the
University of KwaZulu-Natal. This is aimed at assessing the academic ability of students
before hand and then intervenes properly in advance.
2. Prophets of God – Ministers
Objectives
To give biblical and theological resources to AIC’s and other church leaders on socioeconomic challenges facing the world. To create a condusive environment for the African
Initiated Churches (AIC’s) and other church leaders to deliberate on issues of work and
economic justice.
Activities
We had 3 days workshop for Pastors in Ladysmith on the 15-17 March 2006 and the
focus was on “God the Worker”. We had 30 delegates attending the workshop from
around Ladysmith areas. We did contextual bible studies with Pastors from different
denominations. Most of the Ministers attended the workshop for the first time and were
amazed at the richness of bible on economic justice and theology of work and they
invited us to come to their churches to conduct bible studies on theology of work. We
focused on Genesis 2:1-2 for the bible study and the idea was to show that God worked
and rested, this text is a contradiction of the current economic system which forces
people to work and have little rest or no rest at all due to over time. The capital
intensification brought by economic globalization has subjected the working poor to
extreme exploitation as they battle for survival in the midst of capitalism.
The second workshop took place in Estcourt for the African Initiated Churches (AIC’s)
on the 28-30 April 2006. The theme was “God of the Workers” and we had about 35
delegates from different African Initiated Churches (AIC’s). The interest for the
workshop was encouraging because it showed us that most people are desperate for
information especially those who have no formal theological education. We dealt with
Matthew 20: 1-9, Exodus 20: 1-11 and other related text. On the 22-24 August 2006 a
training workshop was organized by the fieldworkers in the programme aimed at
capacitating the ministers on socio-economic and theological issues pertaining to world
economy. The methodology used was group discussion; presentations and testimonies.
The participants were mainly from African Independent Churches (AIC’s) and had very
little exposure to such issues prior to the workshop.
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Apart from this additional training workshop a series of meetings were conducted to
prepare for 2007 when we will have more training workshops with Ministers of the
African Independent Churches (AIC’s) nationally. The fieldworkers could not organize 2
more workshops as planned due to financial constraints instead a Worker Sunday meeting
was facilitated between the staff of the programme and Rev Hadebe of the Zulu
Congregational Church to prepare for 2007 training workshop in the same church. The
response was positive because the church council agreed that a workshop would take
place in 2007.

Theology of Work Co-ordinator training leaders

Outcomes
The expected outcome is that the Prophets of God will be able to get involved in the
issues and related campaigns and help their church members advocate for better working
conditions. We also expect that Ministers will preach about social and economic justice
in church.
Reflections
This is another important component of the Programme because Ministers play a
significant role in the transformation of our society. Most people who are affected by the
policies of the North are the very people who attend churches on Sundays and hope for
good news from the pulpit.
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Ministers therefore need to be informed about the socio-economic and political
challenges so that Sundays are not only about salvation and heaven, but are indeed time
for good news to the poor. The poor and the oppressed need to know that God is on their
side to listen to their problem and help them. The book of Exodus is about the liberation
of the Israelites from the bondage of oppression after God had seen the suffering of his
people and said I will come and rescue them (Exod 3).
This project is designed to challenge the dominant theologies in churches which continue
to entrench stereotypes and negative attitudes among members. Some of these theologies
are that rich people are blessed by God for their hard work and the poor are punished
because they are lazy and do not want to work. The rich therefore receives preferential
treatment and the poor are neglected and do not feel part of the church family. The
unemployed are told that they need to pray more for God to hear them and give them
employment, this outdated theology create a picture of an uncaring and insensitive God
who only punishes those who disobey him. These and other theologies are interrogated in
a workshop session and ultimately Pastors begin to relate to a caring Jesus who fought for
justice in the midst of corruption in the temple in Jerusalem when the Priest and Pharisees
robbed the widows of their money. He said “you have turned the house of prayer into a
den of thieves”. We still have the Priests and Pharisees today who abuse and exploit the
poor and the unemployed in churches, business and in government. It is therefore the role
of the church to correct the ills and the injustices in our society. Part of this project
includes African Initiated Churches (AIC’s) into the discussion because they are different
from other religious leaders because they are at the receiving end. Ministers in the AIC
churches are members of the working class themselves.
Most of them have no formal theological training and they work in informal employment
because of their education. The majority of them did not finish matric with the exception
of few young Pastors who have degrees in other fields and therefore get to be ordained as
leaders in the AIC’s.
Plans for 2007
The way forward was that the Worker Sundays will be used to disseminate the
information to the church members and the community at large on issues of theology of
work. There will be more Worker Sundays in 2007 in preparation for the training
workshops in areas where Ujamaa has never worked before.

3. Worker Sunday Celebrations
Objectives
To create a conducive environment for clergy, workers and employers to reflect
theologically on issues of work and economic justice in a church context.
Activities
Worker Sundays have taken place in the Province and the focus was on “God
Transforming the workplace and Solidarity with the Workers”. The following are Worker
Sunday Celebrations that were held:
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Date
14 May
28 May
11 June
25 June
27 August
3 September
17 September
25 September
7 October
12 November

Community
Theologos Community Church
Roman Catholic Church
Methodist Church
Faith Gospel Church
Methodist Church
St Martin Roman Catholic Church
St Augustine Roman Catholic Church
Iketanga, Interdenominational
United Congregational Church
Baptist Church

Place
Ladysmith
Pmb
Estcourt
Bergville
Machibisa
Edendale
Machibisa
Mophela
Illovo
Mcoyi

Text
Genesis 2:1-3
Matthew 20:1-9
Genesis 2:1-3
Exodus 20:1-11
Genesis 1:26-28
Matthew 20:1-9
Genesis 2:15
Leviticus 19:13
Matthew 14:1
Genesis 2:1-3

Outcomes
The expected outcome is that the Ministers, members of the congregations will begin to
speak the same language and challenge injustices in the workplace using the bible and the
constitution as resources. After each Worker Sunday Celebration there is an opportunity
to deliberate on the challenges and plans are made for the way forward.

A Worker Sunday training workshop
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Reflections
This project offers us the opportunity to engage with Pastors and Workers in a church
service dedicated to them for the day. The Worker Sunday celebration is designed for
workers, it is a day where workers are reminded about God the worker, who took his time
to create and manufacture the world for six days and rested on the seventh. It is from this
experience that we say God is the worker (Gen 2:1-3) and it is because of Jesus Christ the
carpenter, the worker (Mk 6:13), that we believe work is a form of worship and not an
end in itself.
The Worker Sunday is normally launched in May of every year, the reason being that the
1st of May used to be celebrated as the Workers day and it makes logical sense to begin
celebrations in the month of May. This year (2006) we have had 4 Worker Sundays
already and the theme was “God of Work and the Workers”. The response was
overwhelming in churches where we held the celebrations because most workers felt the
honour when they were told that the day is about issues of work which is rare in
churches. In most churches people were wearing their working clothes to symbolize the
workplace. We will have 8 more Worker Sundays this year with churches around
KwaZulu-Natal. I believe that the Worker Sunday celebrations makes a fundamental
contribution to the lives of ordinary working class church members as they feel respected
and loved by God. The Worker Sunday help them believe that they are created in the
image and likeness of the working God.
Plans for 2007
Prior to my departure to the Netherlands I indicated in my six moths report that there
would be more Worker Sunday celebrations from August to November in preparation for
2007 which will focus more on training for Ministers. The reason for this change is that
we have decided to identify new sites for our work and it was imperative that we first
establish relationships with Ministers in various churches before we could organize
training workshops for them. Worker Sundays organized between August-November
2006 are reflected above. We shall continue with the same method in 2007 but at a
national level.

4. Heroes of Labour - Workers
Unfortunately it has not been easy to organize workers and employers due to various
challenges.
Objectives
To create a condusive environment for workers to reflect biblically and theologically on
their work so that they would begin to challenge unjust working conditions caused by
economic globalization. Most workers are working 6 days a week and this makes it
difficult to organize them into a training workshop. We have decided to officially write a
letter of invitation to their employers to allow them to attend a 2 days workshop without
them losing their jobs and we proposed that they will have to alternate until they have all
attended the workshop.
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Outcomes
We hope that after the training workshops for workers they will begin to take charge of
their conditions in the workplace and join forces with organized labour in an attempt to
change unfair labour practices.
Reflections
The real stories of oppression and exploitation in the workplace have contributed
immensely towards transforming stereotypes and mindsets about conditions in the
workplace that most people had including church leaders. The alienation of work by
workers is caused by dehumanizing working conditions that the heroes of labour are
subjected to on daily basis. The training workshops have provided the platform for
discussion between Heroes of labour and the Prophets of God and these deliberations
have led to the identification of areas of intervention by the church leadership. This is an
important milestone because its reminds people that the church cares about socioeconomic injustices in the workplace.
Plans for 2007
We had hoped to have 3 training workshops on working class workers last year (2006)
between August and November. In 2007 we hope to accommodate other workers, whom
we could not reach in 2006 due to limited funds.

5. Owners of Production - Employers
Objectives
To expose employers to a socio-economic and political atrocities committed against the
workers by their superiors and begin to discuss socio-economic justice with employers
who are responsible for the recruitment of workers.
We have had to wait for the employers to meet in the business chamber to decide if we
could come and give a presentation about the theology of work and another problem is
that most of them are not Christians. We have communicated with them and we hope that
we will have a training workshop with them in August 2006.
I will have the report for both of these projects in my annual report in December 2006
because we would have done the trainings by then.
Outcomes
The intended outcome is that employers will realize the importance of justice and fair
labour practices in the workplace. It is expected that after the training workshops there
will be consultation meeting between employers and workers to discuss issues of work,
rest and living wage.
Reflections
Dr Musa Dube has argued that, “the powerful are also vulnerable”. We have always
believed that, the poor and the oppressed are the only ones that are vulnerable.
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The Owners of Production become vulnerable when they succumb to corruption, greed
and nepotism and as a result they get exposed and lose the respect; power and authority.
The vulnerability is observed when a powerful individual fail to honour the position
he/she occupies. This vulnerability deprive those at the margins their constitutional right
to resources in their country of birth. The basic services are exclusive to the affluent but
should serve every citizen irrespective of their socio-economic and political formations.
Plans for 2007
We had made plans to conduct 2 training workshops for employers during the month of
September and October 2006. Unfortunately it was extremely difficult to organize
Christian owners of production into a training workshop. Our luck deserted us in this area
because we could not organize a training workshop for them due to structural processes
that needs to be consulted we will need to revisit our strategy in this area in 2007. We
will have to start using forums like Business Chambers and Trade Unions to recruit
Owners of production to our workshops because it is fundamental that we create a
platform to discuss and debate conditions of work in the workplace with owners of the
means of production. We hope to have these two outstanding workshops in 2007 with
Employers nationally as this will be our target.
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Economic Justice Programme
Rev Sibusiso Gwala
1. Training for Transformation: Unemployed Youth
Objectives
To develop strong leadership that will deal with the issues facing the young people today
and in the future.
To help the youth develop skills of organizing and leadership and skills for economic
analysis in youth in rural and urban areas.
To mobilize the youth to work together with other structures in their communities for an
alternative society.
To help young people understand that there are alternatives to their present state of
affairs.
Activities
The project has conducted seven 3 day workshops for 30 young people who are in
leadership positions in different organizations in KwaZulu-Natal. These workshops were
a combination of Bible Studies and Gospel Enquiry and workshops on Leadership. The
leadership of Christ was compared to the present day leaders which young people see and
identify with.
These workshops are continuous because they are aimed at developing leadership for the
same group of people over time, people who will go back to their communities and
provide leadership to their peers who need it so desperately. The role models many young
people see in South Africa are usually the controlling, autocratic and domineering
leaders, who lead from the top. It is important to make them aware of the fact that
democratic leadership allows people an opportunity to be responsible for their own
destiny. Issues about various types of leaders, transformation, grass-root mobilization and
many others were dealt with.
Three one day workshops have also been held to do economic analysis around the
Peoples Budget Campaign and around the Basic Income Grant Campaign. These
workshops have helped young people understand the issues and questions they need to
raise with their local leadership. The Peoples Budget Campaign allows young people an
opportunity to develop their own alternatives to the present dominant paradigms.
They also understand issues related to their state of unemployment both as graduates and
as matriculants.
Outcomes
The youth will struggle for a share in the economy in which they are presently denied the
right to participate.
The youth will organize local leadership workshops that will train more young people to
understand the critical issues facing their communities today.
The youth will identify local structures like Councilors and Municipalities that will work
together with them to access resources available to the youth.
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Reflections
The planning of workshops has been good and well attended. One major problem is
getting all young people to attend during the times set beginning of the year because of
youth mobility. The young people we work with move around searching for jobs quite
frequently which makes it difficult for to plan our work with them. Some have been
forced to drop out and be replaced by others because they have found a job as casual
workers and unable to continue. This means having to recruit new people most of the
time. This is not helpful for continuity.
The young people find the information we share with them amazing because it is the kind
of information they have never even learnt at school.
Plans for 2007
There are three workshops planned for the next term which will bring the training cycle
to completion after which an evaluation process will begin.

2. Training for Transformation: Church Leadership
Objectives
To mobilize church leaders to work together with the youth in creating an alternative
society.
To provide training to church leaders on issues of Economic Justice and the Bible.
To train church leaders on how to conduct Worker Sunday Services.
To mobilize church leaders to support the call for the Basic Income Grant.
Activities
Four 2 day workshops have been held with church leaders especially Pastors and leaders
from the African Indigenous Churches on Jesus and Economics where participants are
trained on reading Biblical texts from an Economic Justice perspective.
Five one day meetings have been on training new pastors on how to conduct Worker
Sunday services.
Pastors have also been addressed on how to support the Basic Income Grant Campaign
and their role in the campaign.
The coordinator responded to numerous once off invitations to conduct workshops for
Pastors and Lay Leaders and address them on specific topics of their choice. These
included the use of Contextual Bible Studies as a tool for transformation within other
programs of Ujamaa Centre, the Uniting Presbyterian in Southern Africa conferences and
Synods, and the KwaZulu-Natal Christian Council.
During these workshops, attempts to mainstream women and gender work together with
issues and concerns around HIV and AIDS were made.
Reflections
Training church leaders on issues of Economic Justice is always an exciting experience.
As the new world opens for the Pastors, a completely new is opened for me as both the
coordinator and facilitator of the workshops. The participants come with their
preconceived ideas about so many texts in the Bible that to have to read the same texts
differently is always a pleasure.
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The amount of analysis is always amazing. At the end of the training session’s one can
notice the enthusiasm the participants who would like to continue doing what was done in
their own churches and contexts.
It must be said that quite a few of them find adjusting to the new way of reading the texts
problematic. One on one sessions are then required. Although we cannot afford such a
luxury as we are stretched over the limit ourselves, we do make post workshops to those
we can reach. These exercises seem more useful although quite tedious. For many of
those pastors, the Bible is more heavenly useful.
Plans for 2007
There will be further workshops for the pastors in the next six months as planned
beginning of the year.
3. Renaissance of African Socialism
Objectives
To facilitate reflection on the contribution of theology to African Renaissance.
To make use of insights from African scholarship in our search for an alternative society.
To create space for students of theology
Activities
There are no activities carried out here because this is a new project.
Plans for 2007
We are planning a consultation of Church, Labour and Politics and Civil Society on the
contribution of theology to African Renaissance. This will take place in the first semester
of 2007.
4. Empire Project
Objectives
To make a critical reflection on the effects of global economy on the lives of people in
general and South Africans specifically.
To facilitate participation by people in Forums where issues of the World Economic
order, namely Trade, Gear, Nepad, Poverty, Land and Landlessness, Agriculture, Public
goods and services, and Globalization are discussed.
Activities
This project has not carried out activities at the local level except that the coordinator has
been engaged with movements and organizations at both national and international levels.
The coordinator conducted Bible Studies in Botswana during a conference of the World
Alliance of Reformed Churches where critical issues about the Empire were raised.
Following the Botswana conference, the coordinator was invited to share the same
insights with theologians from all over the world in Malaysia under the auspices of the
World Alliance of Reformed Churches and Council for World Mission.
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The project took active part during the Week of Activism against Unfair Trade. Together
with PACSA’s Economic Justice Desk, the coordinator facilitated Bible Studies for
church leaders on Fair Trade. Issues raised with Church leaders present dealt with “Free
Trade or Fair Trade”.
The coordinator also presented a paper on the use of Genetically Modified Organisms to
fight poverty. The main question there was can we fight poverty using GMOs?
The coordinator was invited in Zambia to speak on NEPAD and conducted workshops on
the use of Contextual Bible Studies: A South African Context.
Two workshops were held for the clergy as it had been planned for the second part of
2006. These workshops were well attended and specific attention was on economic
analysis in the context of South Africa and Africa. There is no way one does socioeconomic analysis and excludes the global forces at play. Economic globalization was
inevitably touched on.
Outcomes
The Churches will be mobilized to make a confession against the Empire and her effects
on the people.
The Church and its members will support actions that educate people about the Empire
Drawing from the theme of the World Social Forum “Another World is Possible”, the
Churches will preach messages of Hope to the victims of the Empire and equip the
victims with the alternatives as proposed by peoples’ movements and local structures.
Drawing from the insights of the World Council of Churches’ “God in your grace,
transform the world”, Churches will pronounce on what transformation means for
Christians and determine the choices to be made.
Reflections
This is an interesting area of our involvement on issues of Economic Justice. From our
little contact with the Pastors, we found it was an area that excites them but induces fear
from church leaders. Many believe if they become so vocal and critical about these issues
they will be considered leftist and being leftist in South Africa is not considered
politically correct. You are labeled as being against the government which was elected by
the people. Many Pastors, especially those from African Independent Churches feel they
need more exposure and training in this area as they have never been exposed to it in
their years of ministerial formation.
Plans for 2007
There will be workshops conducted for the clergy and church leaders interested in this
area. These workshops will highlight the issues and motivate churches to confess against
such tendencies should they become evident in their own contexts. They may even call
upon their own national bodies to make such a confession. Continuous workshops will be
conducted with a status confessionus for the churches in KwaZulu-Natal in mind.
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5. Popular Publications
This is a new project that aims at producing publications on Economic Justice and
Economics for the consumption of people in the communities particularly in local
languages. Possibilities are being investigated.
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Community Development and Leadership Training Programme
Rev Solomuzi Mabuza
Name Change!
Early last year at our staff retreat it was agreed that we should review the name of the
above programme. Since the inception of the Institute for the Study of the Bible we have
maintained this focus. Moving forward it is necessary to look beyond our heritage and
address the changing context. We have proposed that we rename this programme to
Advocacy and Leadership Development. At our first board meeting we will seek
ratification of the new name.
1. Contextual Bible Studies at Two Local Churches at KwaZulu-Natal
Objectives
The main objective of this work is to expose laity leadership and members of different
leagues to other ways of reading and interpreting the Biblical text/s.
Activities
A former University of Natal graduate who studied Theology and appreciated the work
done by the former Institute for the Study of the Bible approached Ujamaa. This pastor
invited us to work with all the Leagues in his Lutheran parish operating in Pinetown and
Hillcrest. Effectively, this means that we have a Memorandum of Understanding to
service the Christianenberg Parish Women's, Men's and Youth Leagues and the Lay
preachers. This is something we have not done for a very long time to work in one area
more coherently.
Our colleague Rev. Simanga Kumalo invited Ujamaa to work with his Central Methodist
Mission yaseThekwini. Thus far we have worked with the Women's Prayer group
popularly known as Umanyano lwaseWeseli.
Six Contextual Bible Study Sessions were run with three local Churches based at the
Durban Metropolitan. Firstly, we worked with Umanyano lwaseWeseli (Women's
League) at the Central Methodist Church Mission yaseThekwini. Secondly, we worked
with the Christianenberg Lutheran Parish at Molweni, Hillcrest and Claremont, Pinetown.
More specifically, we ran two sessions with the Youth League and Women's League
respectively. Thirdly, we also worked with another Lutheran Church based at Klaarwater,
near Marianhill where we ran a Bible Study for the Women's League during the Easter
Weekend. This session in particular explored the character and leadership of Jesus Christ
before his crucifixion. The text that we looked at was Mark 12:35 to Mark 13:1.
Outcomes
Our first session with Umanyano lwaseWeseli focused on the Tamar Campaign. There
were two high profile rape cases in South Africa that drew a lot of debate. These cases
involved a prominent soccer player and a key political figure. Some women who attended
this session expressed their painful stories of sexual abuse. Others testified that they
preferred living single lives rather than revert to abusive marriages.
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One older woman supported by others stated that in many instances it is the very same
women who opt to hide what is going on in their households. At the end of the session
this group of women resolved to engage with Ujamaa more in the field of Contextual
Bible Studies.
Another session involved the youth during the time of local government elections. There
was a heated debate around the significance of voting. Other young people stated clearly
they would not vote. Others defended the right to vote. The plenary and group
discussions resulted into serious debate around what the Lutheran Catechism teaches.
Some participants commented that the manner in which politicians campaign is against
the command that says "You shall not bear false witness against your neighbour". This
raised a theological question amongst the group. It was resolved that more work should
be done to answer these questions.
Both the Lutheran Youth League and the Women's League were introduced to the Tamar
Campaign, respectively. The youth were more daring in their comparative analysis of
what Tamar went through vis-à-vis what the country went through during the high profile
rape trial involving a political figure and a young woman. On the contrary, the women
agreed not to raise the matter involving the political figure due to its sensitivity. What
transpired from these sessions are the adoption of the Tamar Campaign and the
mainstreaming of Gender Issues on the Agenda of the Two Leagues. One thing that
struck me most after the session with the youth - it was a young woman who followed me
to my car to tell me how long she suppressed her rape. She told me how she tried to deny
what happened to her as a young girl. I had no answer except asking her who did she
disclose to.
Reflections
Nothing much has come out from the Central Methodist Mission yaseThekwini since our
initial meeting in February. A follow-up from our office has not taken place for future
work.
Interestingly enough the Lutheran Youth League has taken this working relationship very
seriously. Four invitations came from this group and we were able to honour three. The
Lutheran Women's League has taken this relationship within their stride. Three
invitations came from them and we have been able to respond. Due to other demands on
the part of other groups in the above Church we have not yet succeeded to work with the
Men's League and the Lay Preachers group.
For Ujamaa, this kind of work is enabling us to find more creative ways of integrating
our various programmatic offerings to the benefit of our local Churches. Moving forward
we do need to capitalize on these opportunities and expose our Centre more. This work so
far has enabled us to refer some issues to our Solidarity with People Living With
HIV/AIDS Programme Coordinator and other Civil Society Agencies such as CINDI in
our region.
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Plans for 2007
Currently, we plan to run three further workshops with the Youth League and the
Women's League. We will also explore how we make up for the outstanding work to be
done with the Men's League and the Lay Preachers groups. The intention is to do some
Leadership Training with these groups so that they can facilitate better the outcomes of
our work. This will take some serious planning because the pastor in charge was elected
in July as the Dean of Umngeni Circuit that will leave a vacancy at Christianenberg
Parish

2. The World Alliance of YMCAs Second World Council
Objectives
The main objective of this work is to support the South African National Council of
YMCAs and the Africa Alliance of YMCAs to host the 16th World Council in Durban.
Part of the role assigned to me is to work as the World Alliance of YMCAs Resource
Team. Assisting the World Youth Council Host Planning Team based in South Africa.
Ensure that we set-up a Youth Justice in Action Campaign Pre-event Host Planning Team
for International Young Leaders. Lastly, I played a key role as well in the World Youth
Council Planning Committee on behalf of South Africa.
Activities
In the history of the World Alliance of YMCAs an event of such magnitude every four
years was held once in Africa. The first time it ever happened was in Kampala, Uganda in
1973. The Kampala World Council led to the Kampala Principles that is the then
contemporary expression of the Paris Basis in 1855. Now, the World Alliance has turned
to South Africa for its 16th World Council. A decision for South Africa to host the event
was reached in August 2004 in Hong Kong. Due to the crisis faced by the South African
YMCA at the time many influential YMCA movements were skeptical. Thus, South
Africa and the Africa Alliance of YMCAs could not fail Africa in her Renaissance. A
successful event would bring a lot of confidence to the South African National Council of
YMCAs.
I attended the World Youth Council Planning Committee Meeting of the World Alliance
of YMCAs at Geneva in January 27th - 29th. We explored the 16th World Council
Theme: Ubuntu: Striving Together for Life and Peace. My role was to explain this
concept to the International Committee of Young Leaders. And fill them in with progress
made in South Africa so that we could present an African world-class event. The World
Youth Council event is very strategic in preparing Young Leaders to participate
effectively at the 16th World Council.
Throughout the preparatory process for the 16th World Council my role was to serve on
the Host Planning Committees dealing with two Youth Events. This extended to the
World Council Worship Team based in South Africa co-chaired with the National
General Secretary. Our role was to prepare Liturgy for the Opening Worship Service in
Celebration of Ubuntu. Ensuring that the Liturgy is written was my responsibility.
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I used our network within Ujamaa and the School of Religion and Theology to complete
the task. Another critical element on the World Council Programme was the Social
Excursion Exposure Sessions designed to explore the wider context that YMCAs in
South Africa should deal with. One such session involved the School of Religion and
Theology, School of Historical Studies and the KwaZulu-Natal Christian Council
Consortium.
For all the above three events I had to contribute a list of speakers, facilitators and
performers. Finding them in the country and securing them formed part of my role. I was
also given the task to brief the Deputy president of the country and prepare a draft speech
upon which her speech writing staff could write her speech.
All this work took a lot of my time during the first semester and late last year.
Outcomes
My involvement in these roles exposed how much learning opportunities should be
created for the YMCA youth in South Africa. Most of the youth in the YMCA find it
difficult to volunteer in such international activities due to many demands on their time
and personal resources. At least there were two Young Leaders who played a key role in
the success of these events. It was a 25-year-old black woman who chaired the World
Youth Council Host Planning Team. She did exceptionally well and received accolades
from the Geneva and the South African YMCA offices. There is a lot that she can
transfer to her counterparts all over Africa. There was also another young black man aged
25 years as well who lead the Youth Justice in Action Campaign Pre-event. I did not
chair these committees deliberately. We can proudly claim that we were able to support
Young Leaders to stage one of the most memorable and incident free events on our home
soil.
Reflections
This has been a difficult year for the South African National Council of YMCAs. They
are still in their Transitional Phase towards their recovery. Their new National General
Secretary took office in March 1st after the National Leadership had downscaled
operations at the National Office. Even the Regional Council of YMCAs only employed
her first Regional General Secretary in January 1st. For a movement that is struggling to
reassert itself in South Africa and in Africa to pull an event like the 16th World Council
supported by a small team of volunteers with the back up of a limited World Council
Secretariat based at Durban is not an insignificant fit.
A much more carefully thought through process from Ujamaa could add value for the
South African YMCAs growth. It cannot be done through Ujamaa alone. We are one
Centre amongst many other key players who must strengthen the Ecumenical Agencies in
our region.
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Plans for 2007
More resources will be directed at building capacity for the National Youth Committee
that was reestablished in June 2nd - 4th. There is a need for the Youth Leadership to
understand the ecumenical landscape in South Africa and network with like-minded
organizations. The YMCA is an international movement and more work should be done
to position South Africa within the SADC context. Work has been started to link up the
South African Youth Leadership with their Zimbabwe YMCA counterparts. The Africa
Alliance of YMCAs is planning a Gender Training Session for the YMCA Youth in
Africa to be held in Nairobi, Kenya in August. We will explore possibilities of sharing
our resources from the successful Tamar Campaign.

3. Advocacy and Ecumenical Agencies and Civil Society Networking
Objectives
The main objective of this work is to redirect and reposition the Community
Development and Leadership Training Programme. It is also to explore the possibility of
changing/renaming this programme, and of linking up with other Ecumenical Agencies
and Civil Society Networks.
Activities
At the Staff Retreat on the 8th February I shared my feeling for the Community
Development and Leadership Training Porgramme to change its focus. This idea was
received in a positive manner. Indications are that we will explore more critically the
links we develop with other Ecumenical Agencies. The direction we take may require
that we also broaden our network base across the spectrum. In entering the debate on
Social Movements we have no choice but to review our networks strategically.
On the 2nd March, I was invited by the Presiding Bishop of the ELCSA to address the
South Eastern Diocese Pastors Convention on Life in the Occupied Palestinian
Territories. This work was influenced by the time I spent working for the East Jerusalem
YMCA between 2004 and 2005. Later in March 29th to the 31st we participated at the
Fastenopfer AGM in Cape Town. All FO partners were present with the exception of one.
Through the University of KwaZulu-Natal Centre for Civil Society we were invited to
attend a meeting to discuss the possibility of establishing a Provincial Social Movement
on the 10th June. Our role in the Church Land Programme led to our invitation to attend
an initiative by the ESSET/SACC focusing on building a Common Agenda for the
Ecumenical Movement in South Africa. This consultation was held at Kempton Park on
the 22nd June.
Outcomes
Sharing ideas with Lutheran ordained ministers exposed the need for understanding the
geographical context of the Biblical text in our times. The convention agreed to prioritise
the matter and push it on the agenda of ELCSAA. At the FO AGM it was apparent that
those who work solely within the Ecumenical Agencies Framework within KwaZuluNatal should meet to reflect more deeply on the causes of HIV/AIDS, Poverty and
Unemployment. Ujamaa Centre was given the task of leading such reflection.
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Ujamaa Centre was later exposed to the politics of Social Movements like Abahlali
Basemjondolo in the Durban Metropolitan through the work of the Centre for Civil
Society. Africa will host the 7th World Social Forum in Nairobi, Kenya next year in
January 2007. Our work should eventually dialogue and engage the social movements in
South Africa and globally. Participating at the consultation organized by the ESSET and
the SACC enabled us to rekindle links with our historical networks prior to our first
democratic elections in South Africa. I was tasked with the role of producing and
compiling the draft report of the deliberations.
Reflections
Generally, the Ecumenical Agencies in our country are faced with increasing demands to
respond to the advances of our democracy. The struggle faced by a number of ecumenical
agencies calls for a much more rigorous thinking process. Precisely because of this need
Ujamaa Centre has fostered a relationship with the Religion and Governance Programme,
which began as the Theology and Democracy Programme within the KZNCC
Consortium. Now, we also work closely with the Theology and Development
Programme. Our context demands that we do partner with these initiatives within the
School of Religion and Theology and the KZNCC Consortium.
Plans for 2007
In the second semester we agreed to re-define the mandate of the Community
Development and Leadership Training Programme (read above). Key to this assignment
is a new name and a new direction. Indications are that we will lean more towards
advocacy and still retain leadership training with strong emphasis on transformational
leadership.

4. Student Development
Objectives
The main objective of this work is to expose a selected number of undergraduate
Bachelor of Theology students to Ujamaa Centre. They are to learn from our respective
Programmes and respective Coordinators. They are granted bursaries and a monthly
living allowance for seven months. Most of these students went through Biblical Studies
210 and 220 courses.
Activities
This year we lost one of our student workers. Her death was untimely. All of us at
Ujamaa Centre and the School of Religion and Theology were caught by surprise. More
so the Lutheran Theological Institute where she was based. In respect of her memory I
will not delve into how she passed on. Now, we are left with three student workers, two
black females and one black male.
In spite of the above situation we did work with our undergraduate students who
registered for Biblical Studies 210. These students form part of our Community-based
learning under the Research and Pedagogy Programme.
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Our role this year was to guide students to understand the implications of doing Biblical
Hermeneutics and how complex and dynamic a process it is. In the absence of Professor
West earlier during the first semester I introduced the students into group work. They
were divided intro three groups and focused on different topics.
Activities
In the first semester we exposed our student workers to different aspects of our work.
They attended an Interfaith Dialogue Seminar where the Programme Director was invited
to speak in a synagogue. I involved them in the Contextual Bible Studies conducted at
Molweni, in Hillcrest and Claremont, in Pinetown. All of them took turns assisting our
Administrator with filling. They were also exposed to work done in our Theology of
Work, Economic Justice and the Religion and Governance Programmes.
Outcomes
Most of our student workers are involved in their local Churches. Some of them will
candidate for ordained ministry. Such exposure offers them tools to work in their future
congregations and where they fellowship at the moment. After we conducted the Tamar
Bible Study with the late student worker - we were both vulnerable when a young woman
came to us to share how the session spoke to her life experience. Both of us were
suddenly confronted with something we did not plan for in our preparation for the Bible
Study. Student workers understood that what happened in a Biblical text is so close to us.
Reflections
For the first time in the history of Ujamaa we had to loose one student work to suicide.
Another one did not succeed to proceed with his studies in the second semester. This left
us with one student worker. Due to our commitment to this aspect of our work we
continued to honour our contract with Lucy Chibambo. She enrolled for PT290 a
Community Service Learning course offered by Ujamaa. We were able to guide her
successfully and she passed the course and completed her degree.
Plans for 2007
Our desired workshop with the Research and Pedagogy workshop did not materialize.
We lost at least two student workers due to circumstances beyond our control. Lucy
Chibambo is the only student worker we had in the second semester. Her health gave her
many problems. Nevertheless, she worked hard and pushed herself. In the New Year we
will adopt a different strategy to avoid some of the difficulties we ran to.

5. Youth Justice in Action Campaign
Objectives
The main focus of this work is to support efforts by the KwaZulu-Natal Regional Council
of YMCAs to link up with six other international YMCAs who work in this area.
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Activities
Y Care International (an independent international funding agent for YMCAs in the UK
and beyond) is funding seven YMCAs national movements to work with juvenile youth
towards their rehabilitation and inclusion in society. In South Africa, there are two
provinces currently who form part of this partnership, i.e., KwaZulu-Natal and Cape
Town. As the former Regional Council of YMCAs Chairman I played a role as well in
the administration of the partnership from the side of lay/volunteer leadership. This role
continues even now in my new portfolio as the second Regional Vice-Chairman.
On the 16th July the above campaign was launched all over the world. The Y Care
International took advantage of the 16th World Council of YMCAs in Durban to launch
the YJiAC at KwaZulu-Natal at the Roy Rob Hotel, Hillcrest. Most of the partners were
represented with the exception of two national movements. I was invited to deliver the
keynote address focusing on the role of Youth in Advocacy drawing from the South
African experience. Theological and Biblical resources were shared in this regard.
Later in November (20th to the 24th) a follow-up meeting was held in Kenya where all
partners were represented. The main objective of the workshop was to examine best
practice and further ways of improvement within the partnership. Sadly, as I traveled to
Nairobi on the 19th November I had a fatal motor vehicle accident that prevented me from
co-representing South Africa. Nevertheless, the workshop was successful.
Outcomes
The opportunity to deliver a keynote address made a positive impact to the rest of the
partners. When the rest of the delegates visited Sakhithemba at KwaMakhutha on the 17th
July those beneficiaries of the YJiAC felt part of a living process that links them with the
global village. Our youth at Sakhithemba could link their struggles with other youth
across the globe. Even local media was present to cover the event.
For Ujamaa, this has been one of the unique ways of journeying with the affected youth
who come out of South African prisons. It is a field we need to learn a lot more about.
Serving youth who are perceived as social outcast.
Reflections
Moving forward more attempt should be made to comprehend the issue of youth justice
within the South African legal framework. What does it really mean to work with young
offenders within Ujamaa? Can we work with the two groups in KwaZulu-Natal and Cape
Town? Can we read the Bible with young offenders in a manner that enriches our
Contextual Bible Studies methodology?
Plans for 2007
Attempts will be made in 2007 to explore the implications of working with Sakhithemba
(meaning we are building hope). In our work with the YCW, YMCA and Interdenominational Youth there is a challenge to create a broader vision of what it means to
work with the youth in a holistic manner.
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6. Leadership Training
Objectives
The main objective of this project is to create an enabling environment for the lay
leadership in the Church to understand their roles as co-leaders with the ordained minister
in charge of their respective parish.
Activities
Last year we had an opportunity to work with a Lutheran Church in Kagiso, West Rand.
The whole of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Southern Africa went through elections
for the next six years. We were invited to facilitate leadership training for about 50 lay
leaders of all age groups. These leaders represented all sectors of the parish. It was a
positive sign to se young and old people attending this workshop to explore together what
it means to be leaders within the Church structure.
The pastor who invited us comes out of our Industrial Mission course that was initiated
by the late Mzwandile Nunes.
The above workshop was held at Randburg. Participants were introduced to the
leadership models demonstrated by Jesus with his disciples as he entered the Temple for
the last time before his crucifixion in Mark 11 – 13. We drew from the resources of two
Norwegian visiting/exchange students through INATE. They shared ice-breaking tools as
a way to enable all participants to actively engage in the session.
Contextual Bible Study was used a tool for the lay leaders to examine different styles of
leadership. There was also an input from various resources on what is leadership. More
follow-up work will be done with the above congregation through the pastor in charge
and our close associates in Gauteng.
Outcomes
All lay leaders committed to work together with the pastor in charge for their six-year
term. Elders realized their bigger role in terms of transferring skills acquired over the
years at parish level and in their professional careers. The youth were affirmed through
the training. For many young leaders it was a rare opportunity to engage elders at a closer
level. Moving forward the leadership has a sound foundation to build a stronger working
relationship.
Reflections
Our serious challenge is continuing to work with other communities beyond KwaZuluNatal province. More work should be done in training clergy and lay trainers to carry out
the mission of Ujamaa beyond our borders. The more people we train in our methods the
easier it can be do service as much a broader section of our society. Leadership remains a
critical element in our process to rebuild our communities in the democratic dispensation.
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Plans for 2007
Ujamaa is exploring how best we can train clergy in various basic skills they need to be
effective in their ministry. For this work of this programme to grow we need to follow
this process much more closely.

7. World Social Movement
Objectives
The main objective of this work is to explore ways in which the ecumenical movement
can play an active role in the daily struggles of marginalized communities.
Activities
We have prioritized regional, continental and international processes in this regard.
Previously, we participated in the EED process facilitated by IDEAL in South Africa.
Recently, we also took part is some of the discussions at the Fastenopfer AGM in Cape
Town where this phenomenon was interrogated. Last year we attended the Southern
Africa Social Forum where the SADC region met to discuss common struggles for the
Southern Region.
In October, we attended the Southern African Social Forum held at Malawi. It was a
platform for many social movements and NGOs to share ideas and strategies to deal with
the neo-liberal paradigm. Upon our return from the SASF meeting we participated in
follow-up processes in Pietermaritzburg. The main objective being to create a sense of
accountability to those we serve in our communities. This process involves a lot of
stakeholders in KwaZulu-Natal and the country at large.
We will attend the 7th edition of the World Social Forum in Nairobi with the sole aim of
forming and creating broader networks in our field and related areas of our work.
Although we have not had a major impact in the South African processes in this regard
we are amongst the ecumenical structures that seek to work in collaboration with our
sister organizations.
Outcomes
Our involvement in the above process will enable us to develop relevant programmes to
engage with the issues affecting marginalized communities. We will gain more
knowledge in shaping our programmes to benefit a wider community regionally. With the
shrinking external funding we should position ourselves well to extend our services to
other parts of our region.
Reflections
Evidence shows that what is termed social movements in the current discourse is not
entirely a new phenomenon in South Africa. There are many traits and examples of such
a movement in the post-apartheid milieu. Some of these examples can be found in the
SOWETO Electricity Crisis Committee, Anti-Private Forum, Landless People’s
Movement, etc. What remains a challenge to us is how do we reflect this social critical
voice in our work as Ujamaa?
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Plans for 2007
Our Religion and Governance, Economic Justice and Community Development and
Leadership Training Programmes are undertaking an exercise in this regard. We want to
explore how our programmes can relate and respond to the growing need to
accommodate marginalized communities discontent with the dominant political
paradigms? At local level we are faced with serious deficiencies in the delivery of
services. What sort of governance should we have to alleviate such deficiencies? If we
are to make a serious impact in transforming the lives of the majority of South Africans
what kind of an economic climate do we need? Development is an ongoing process and
for its entrenchment in our democratic society we do need to develop a different kind of
leadership.

A new generation of leaders
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Religion and Governance Programme
Rev Simanga Kumalo
The Religion and Governance Programme is a newly established programme within the
Ujamaa Centre, and so this a more detailed report of its work, allowing our partners to
become familiar with this new programme.
From the beginning of 2005 RGP has worked with Ujamaa Centre, a Community
Development and Research Centre located in the School of Religion and Theology.
Ujamaa Centre works with local communities and church-related organizations in the
region. It has the infrastructure and support structures to nurture this work. Being part of
Ujamaa has benefited RGP immensely. We have become part of a project that has a
credible history in building capacity in churches and local communities. Ujaama has been
in existence for over seventeen years so they have the necessary experience and
infrastructure for such a programme. They have generously availed those resources to
RGP. Being part of the University system has meant that our funding is controlled and
managed by the University, which has the right systems and capacity to do the work
efficiently. The cooperation between Ujaama has meant that the Government of Finland
and the Norwegian Church Aid (NCA) are not only in partnership with the KZNCC
Consortium but also the University of KwaZulu Natal, which is highly regarded not only
nationally but also internationally. Therefore we have no doubt that the impact that this
programme is making will have far reaching effects.
The recommendation of the evaluation committee of the Theology and Democracy
Project of the KZNCC Consortium was that the project must be moved to the School of
Religion and Theology, to be under the office of the RGP Director, and that three parttime staff members be employed so as to assist with the RGP work. The available
funding has made it possible for us to employ two part-time assistants:
Mr. Sibonelo Zuma: Fieldworker
Ms. Camilla Laban: Administrator
All these people have been employed on a part-time basis, to reduce costs though without
compromising the quality of the programme. While they work part-time for RGP, the
other part they work for Ujamaa Centre.
General objectives
To promote participation of religious formations through their leaders and structures in
building a culture of democracy and good governance.
To encourage and support democracy and participatory forms of leadership within and
outside the church.
To facilitate a process of socio-ecclesial, and political analysis.
To facilitate dialogue between government structures, religious formations and other faith
based organizations.
To develop theological knowledge in the area of democracy and governance through
research.
To disseminate theological knowledge through seminars, symposiums and annual
lectures.
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To provide follow-up workshops to churches and communities on matters of good
governance.
Our primary resources for this work are biblical, religious and theological, and we use
lectures, training manual and Christian enquiries using the Transformation-centered
Christian Education model as our methodology. We are committed to work, wherever
possible, in the languages of the local communities with whom we collaborate. This core
purpose is given specificity by each of our activities.
1. Theology and Democracy Training workshops
At the beginning of 2006, it was decided to build the RGP training programme into a
strong and sustainable education programme that would allow the capacity and skills of
participants to grow through the training. Previously participants from the partner
organizations of the KZNCC came only for a week long training programme. With the
amendment, RGP brought on board about 30 participants members of the partner
organization (KZNCC) and had them go through a year long training programme that
involved levels of training that built on each other. For 2006, four levels of training were
held, taking the same participants through the programme for the full year. SoRaT
believes that with this new structure of training, accreditation from the University of
Kwa-Zulu-Natal can be sought.
Objectives
To challenge, support, capacitate and encourage leaders of faith communities and
learners engaged in the area of religion and social transformation.
Activities
First RGP Training, (06-11 March 2006)
Thirty church leaders hailing from churches that are members of KZNCC from all over
KwaZulu-Natal Province came to Kenosis Retreat Centre. It started with a graduation
ceremony of church leaders who were trained by RGP in 2005. On the 06-11th March we
had our first Theology and Democracy training. Thirty church leaders from all over the
Province attended and these came through members of the KZNCC consortium.
It was a moment of joy when the graduands shared how the education they had received
last year helped them to reconsider the undemocratic methods they have used in their
churches and the need for commitment to participate in local leadership structures in their
communities.
In the evaluation of the training, all thirty participants who participated in the evaluation,
found that the shift of the theme from “Theology and Democracy” to “Religion and
Governance” was good for their own development. Although none of the participants had
attended previous trainings, they based their comments on the impact this training had on
them as church ministers. Some of their comments included:
“It is so challenging because when you don’t know governance how can you understand
democracy.”
“This is very good for church activists.”
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“The theme is useful as it will enhance the churches to get more involved in the issues of
democracy which will lead into a democratic church”
“We need to understand what governance can lead to if properly set up.”
The evaluation report had a lot of positive comments from the learners. In the evaluation,
participants were asked if the content of the training had any relevance to their lives as
church and community activists. All thirty participants who participated in the evaluation
said that it had great relevance to their work and their lives. Some of the comments
included:
“Yes it is very relevant because I cannot separate myself from the things that are
happening in my community.”
“I found the content and what was taught in this workshop to be of the best to my life as a
church activist and a church leader.”
“I feel rejuvenated and I have knowledge on how to make a difference especially
involving the church.”
“It’s been an eye opener because much of the things about democracy were new to many
of us and now we have a bigger picture about it and we know now that the church must
not segregate itself from government.”
“I’ve learnt a lesson that democracy is not all about politics of government only, but it
involves us in churches to make the difference to our suffering community.”

Participants in a training workshop
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Second RGP training workshop. (15 -19 May 2006)
The training was held in Kenosis Retreat Centre and the theme was: Resistance,
Remembrance and Democracy.
Third RGP Training workshop (11-15 September)
The third weeklong training was held at Kenosis Retreat Center in Pietermaritzburg. The
theme of the workshop was – Socio-Economic Justice and the South African Churches’
struggle for Equality. The training was attended by twenty six church leaders, of whom
eighteen were men. Of the twenty six, sixteen were adults. Though this is ongoing work,
the training produced new insights and added to the knowledge capital of the participants.
Speakers from different sectors and orgaizations such as Fairshare and Umsunduzi Local
Municipality. The Department of Finance facilitated the training drawing from resources
from their departments. Five Bible Studies focusing on the economic distribution in
Gods’ household were conducted, thus raising helpful theological insights on the role of
the church in the struggle for economic justice.
The Rev. Solomuzi Mabuza, a coordinator of Ujamaa, mentored the group on a method
of doing a contextual Bible study. The aim was to equip them with these vital skills so
that they can practice them in their congregations. The main question is how we use the
Bible as a resource for good governance. Mrs. Sanele Mngadi led a contextual Bible
study on women and poverty. Mr. Abinaar Ramadie from Fairshare facilitated a
discussion on the role of the church in the struggle for economic justice. This was a very
powerful session and people were encouraged to engage in discussion groups where they
could look at practical strategies that faith communities can employ to contribute in this
area of their society. The Rev. Sthembiso Zwane, a coordinator of Ujama facilitated the
training on different activities and discussions covering topics such as Growth,
Employment and Redistribution (GEAR), unemployment, poverty and the role of the
church.
Fourth RGP Training Workshop, (23-27 October, 2006)
The fourth and last training workshop of the year took place in Kenosis Retreat Centre. It
focused on the role of the church in the building of good governance. We had the
privilege of having participants from Swaziland, who felt that they would like to
participate in more of our trainings and work with us. This complements the call by our
partners, Norwegian Church Aid (NCA), for us to take the training to the SADC region.
We hope that next year we will start working regionally. Meanwhile, we hope to continue
with these trainings and support for the lobby and advocacy groups that are emerging
throughout the KZN province.
Outcomes and Reflections
Each student group produced a report which included their description of the training,
Bible Studies and analysis of the economy. They were also asked to write down a
reflection of what they think is the role of the church in this situation. They were also
given dairies which they are expected to use to keep their experiences in their
communities and their responses as leaders of the church.
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Participants learned to describe and evaluate the economic dynamics in their
communities. However their analysis skills still need to be sharpened.

2. Symposiums
Objectives
To provide continued support and one day training to those who have been trained
through the Theology and Development seminars as a way of follow-up.
To provide a space for dialogue between church leaders and academic experts on certain
key issues related to religion and governance.
To bring to the church’s attention current issues around religion and governance.
Activities
First Symposium
The first symposium took place on the 06th April 2006 at the University of Kwa-ZuluNatal Pietermaritzburg Campus and was attended by one hundred and sixty three church
leaders from all over KwaZulu-Natal attended it. The speaker was Dr Albert Nolan and
the theme of the day was The Prophetic Role of the Church in a Democratic South
Africa. He addressed the meeting enthusiastically and it was followed by a fruitful
discussion. His talk was three-fold calling the church to:
speak out, against all forms of abuses;
speak before which means studying the signs of the times and warning leaders about
problems that may come if they do not do lead properly and lastly;
speak for and on behalf of God calling for justice, peace and equality.
This talk encouraged leaders of faith communities to engage leadership in all three
spheres of government, viz. local, provincial and national.
Second Symposium
On September 6, 2006, we had the second of the two annual symposiums held at UKZN
(SoRaT). It was attended by 36 church leaders from the KZNCC consortium. The title
was Religion and Political Terrorism. It addressed one of the burning issues in KZN:
"The attitude of the church towards traditional leadership system”. This system is very
powerful and uses biblical arguments to legitimize its continued existence.
The speaker was Mr. Tahir Sitoto, (a lecturer in Islamic Studies at SoRaT). He addressed
the meeting and provoked a fruitful discussion. In his talk he raised three very important
points. One was that all religions have the potential to either contribute to the building of
good governance or bad governance in society. Secondly, that all religions can be violent
and destructive, whilst at the same time they can be champions for the liberation of the
oppressed. Thirdly, he urged faith-based organizations to work together to promote good
governance and democracy in South Africa. For this to happen the church must make a
commitment to embrace other faiths in South Africa because historically the church is
guilty of having marginalized them.
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He argued that without a clear commitment to religious tolerance and cooperation with
other religions, the church’s attempts to contribute to good governance will not yield any
positive results. Instead there might be religious conflicts in future.
Outcomes and Reflections
From their evaluations from the symposium, however it is clear that the participants were
enabled to see the need for the prophetic role; they need to play both within the church
and in society. They felt that the church itself needs to be challenged where issues of
justice are lacking. They also realized that being prophetic is just for the institutional
church but a role that needs to be played by any member of the church, not just the
officials. They also came to the conclusion that true prophecy comes as a result of a
rigorous process of social analysis. They went out of the symposium with a new slogan
“no social analysis, no voice!”
From their evaluations of the second symposium, the participants mentioned that they
were enabled to see the need for them to repent from the sin of religious superiority and
subtle but powerful intolerance. They shared that for most of them, it was for the first
time that they had actually listened to a Muslim and had to take seriously what he was
saying. They had always believed that Muslims are badly misled people, who worshipped
Muhammad as an idol and needed to be evangelized to accept Christ. They had never
even thought that they can work with Muslims in any project, because of the differences
in their beliefs. The church leaders resolved that they need more training on religious
cooperation and tolerance and were looking forward to overcoming their prejudices. They
pleaded with the organizers to plan more regional workshops on this subject. The topic
was appreciated because even though it is dominated by Christians KZN has the highest
number of Muslims and Hindus in South Africa. So this province is a melting-pot of
religious organizations. It is important to note that religious communities will need to
learn to cooperate if they will contribute constructively in the development of the
country.

3. Lectures
Objectives
To commemorate the lives of religious leaders who pioneered the church’s involvement
in the struggle against apartheid.
To generate and disseminate stories of Christian veterans of social justice in South
Africa.
To bring concerned citizens into contact with women and men who worked to make our
country what it is today.
To offer inspiration, encouragement and renewal to activists, artists, educators and
religious workers working for the democratic and social transformation and to train
others to do the same.
To recognize and celebrate the lives of those who fought for our democracy in South
Africa.
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Activities
The inaugural John Dube Memorial Lecture took place on the 9th November at the
University of KwaZulu-Natal. The speaker was Rev. Musa Zondi, General Secretary of
Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP), member of the Provincial Legislature and former deputy
minister in the Department of Economic Planning. The topic of the lecture was “The
People shall Govern, Are They Governing? John Dube’s Message for Religious
Organizations in a Democratic South Africa.”
Outcomes and Reflections
Many people, about one hundred and twenty, among them church leaders, academics
mainly from UKZN, community members from near UKZN, attended. During the
preparations most people we spoken to both from the participants, politicians and
academics, affirmed the importance of revisiting the lives of those who brought synergy
between faith and politics as role models for contemporary church leaders. This lecture
was very successful.

Inaugural John Dube lecture
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4. Research and publications
Objectives
To develop a curriculum for community activities, workshops, and schools, religious
communities and cultural centres.
To develop training manuals and Bible Studies on theology and democracy as it emerges
from the participants.
To produce discussion papers in accordance to discussions during the Theology and
Development training.
To publish academic papers in that will stimulate more discussions on these issues as
well as promote the reflection of this model nationally and internationally.
Activities
Research
Despite the fact that religion and governance are vital areas of concern in Africa, side by
side they remain relatively new and unexplored especially in the churches. Even in
UKZN there are no programmes that are similar to this one in emphasis and
methodology. This means that a lot of research work needs to be done in order to collect
information and resources and to build networks. The director of RGP has taken two trips
to Johannesburg, in December 16 and December 29, to find information by talking to
relevant people and visiting historic sites like: the Apartheid Museum, Mayibuye house,
Hector Peterson Memorial and offices of the South African Council of Churches
(SACC). The aim of these trips was to speak to key people who have been involved in
similar work and to build networks. These contacts provide us with an opportunity to see
the great excitement from people both in the church and civil society who felt that a
programme of this nature is long overdue. On 19 – 26 January 2007 Dr. Kumalo will
attend the World Social Forum to learn more about this work in other contexts.
Publications
So far four training manuals for the theology and democracy training have been
developed with the help of a private consultant by the name of Ms. Saranel Benjamin.
We have been developing two more manuals, which will be completed by the end of the
year 2006. The four manuals have already been tested in the previous trainings from
where input and critique has been received.
The fourth and last manual was piloted at the Theology and Democracy training which
took place on the 23-27 October at Kenosis Retreat Centre. Once evaluated, all the
manuals will be bound into two comprehensive manuals, one for the participants and
another for the facilitators. This will be our manual for future trainings in theology and
democracy. We have also realized that since our funding partners would like to see us
working with their regional partners as well, we will try and adapt these manuals so that
they do not only address the needs of the South African context but also of the SADC
region.
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The research on the life and work of the Rev. John Langalibalele Dube, on whose
memory the lecture has been dedicated, has been completed. This has included trips to
the ANC museum in Johannesburg, John Dube’s home and museum in Inanda and
several interviews with people in and around Durban. An article on his life and work as a
priest and politician is undergoing publication in an accredited journal called, The
Ecumenical Mission Review. Our hope is that this and other publications will provide
resource materials for training in our workshops. The article on Charlotte Maxeke, the
first women church leader in South Africa, who assisted in founding the African
Methodist Episcopal Church (AME) and the African National Congress Women’s
League (ANCWL) will be a helpful resource. This article will be published in the January
2007 issue of the Journal for Constructive Theology (housed in SoRaT).
Dr Kumalo has also contributed a chapter titled “The price to pay for democracy: Church
and state relations in South Africa”, in a book to be published in October 2007 in the
Netherlands.
Outcomes and Reflections
Participants in our trainings have appreciated the material (manuals) that have been
produced to help them in their studies. From the evaluations they have made us aware
that since they come from rural places where there is a scarcity of reading resources, our
manuals and the bible are almost the only resources they have for their own growth and
for the preparation of workshops and sermons for their congregations. They have also
noted that generally in South Africa there is a lack of material on the church in a
democratic South Africa. Most of the material was produced before the end of apartheid
and is focused on the church’s resistance to apartheid. We can unashamedly celebrate
the fact that we have developed a number of resources as a foundation for this work.

5. Advocacy and Networking
Objectives
To promote the work of the Religion and Governance Programme in the region
Activities
Election Peace Pledge, (February 2006)
In February, 2006 RGP was asked by the Umngeni Municipality to facilitate the Election
Peace Pledge Signing Ceremony in Howick West, which was attended by officials of the
municipality, church leaders, political party candidates, councilors and the broader
community of Pietermaritzburg and nearby Howick town. For us as a project this was an
important opportunity to serve the community by bringing together the church and
politicians to sign a peace pledge and commit to good governance in a province that is
volatile and has had a number of problems in terms of governance in municipalities. It
also offered us an opportunity to make known our work and our partners.
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YMCA Durban (18th February 2006)
Our field worker, Mr. Sibonelo Zuma had a workshop with YMCA at KwaMakhutha
near Durban where he facilitated a Public Election Forum which was organized by the
Durban YMCA. Participants included representatives of political organizations,
candidates and representatives from community organizations and religious bodies.
The group was excited and motivated by the report of one of the partners who (have) has
been through the training. This is the YMCA group at the UKZN Durban Campus, which
has embarked on a project called Human Rights and Democracy which developed out of
the RGP training that was attended by the YMCA delegates. Dumisani Gumbo shared
how their YMCA group is mobilizing young people between the age of 22-29, who are
Christians, to reflect on different policies in the country and on how to engage the local
government in dialogue.
The Church as an alternative community (18 March 2006)
RGP was invited by the Hammersdale Circuit of the Methodist to do a workshop on the
Role of the Church in a Democracy. Dr Kumalo facilitated the workshop. He conducted
a session where he spoke about the church as an alternative community. He argued that
the church is governed by principles found in God’s household such as equality, human
dignity, shalom and justice. He said that it is the responsibility of Christians to emulate
those basic principles and these are consistent with democracy and good governance in
the world. Therefore church leaders were urged to use these as a yardstick for measuring
the level and impact of democracy in their communities. The response was
overwhelmingly positive. Judging by the evaluation reports, people felt that they gained
new knowledge on the subject of good governance and religion.
Outcomes and Reflections
Despite the fact that there was good feedback from the participants on advocacy and
lobby groups that they have started, in their communities, to engage local municipalities
on service delivery, they also shared about the challenges they face. Most of these church
leaders who have become Christian activists are finding it difficult to transform the
structures of their churches that are mostly undemocratic and patriarchal. They are faced
with resistance both from within and outside the church. They are beginning to be a threat
to local government officials and traditional leaders who feel that they are meddling too
much in politics instead of preaching the gospel. They asked the RGP to conduct regional
visits more often in order to do training and offer support to them in their communities.
Each student group produced a report which included their description of the training,
bible studies and analysis of the economy. They were also asked to write down a
reflection of what they think is the role of the church in this situation. As already
mentioned earlier, they were also given diaries to record their experiences in their
communities and how they responded as leaders of the church.
From their evaluation forms the participants wrote that they can now identify the
theological justification for the church to participate in the formulation and executing of
economic policies.
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It is noteworthy that during the training the group from Ladysmith shared that there was
an ongoing strike at the Ladysmith branch of Shoprite a huge food franchise, and they
now felt that they needed to support the exploited workers by boycotting the shop and
would encourage members of their congregations through sermons and workshops to
show solidarity with the workers. In response to this, a follow up workshop scheduled at
Ladysmith was planned and was conducted by Mr. Sibonelo Zuma (RGP fieldworker)
especially addressing the issues of how the church can participate in the Shoprite strike
for more economic justice for workers.

6. Regional workshops
Objectives
To offer continued support to participants of the theology and democracy programme in
their communities.
To mobilize more church leaders to be involved in the theology and democracy training.
To take the work of the Religion and Governance Programme to the people in their
communities and contexts.
To learn and reflect from people’s experiences of democracy and service delivery in
South Africa.
Activities
Two regional workshops facilitated by RGP were held and went well. On 2 August
2006 Dr. Kumalo led a training workshop at Ladysmith. The workshop was titled
“Service delivery in local communities and the responsibility of the church”. The training
was attended by 72 participants from all over Ladysmith. They came from the different
ministers’ fraternal, councils and organizations. The response was overwhelmingly good
and more people committed themselves to join the theology and democracy training.
Mr. Sibonelo Zuma was invited by members of the Interdenominational Ministers
Association of South Africa (IDAMASA) in Vryheid – Bhekuzulu township to conduct a
training workshop. The title of the session was, “The role of the church in social
transformation”. The training was attended by 32 participants. It was also appreciated by
the participants as an eye opener because many ministers did not see and understand why
they have to participate in issues that affect their communities.
Mr. Sibonelo Zuma also attended the Southern African Social Forum (SASF) conference
held in Malawi on the 11-15 October and did a session on Governance, Constitutionalism
and Democracy. His session was applauded and more people from the continent indicated
a desire to know more about our work. Sibonelo’s presentation was also published in the
Southern Africa Social Forum newspaper as one of the key notes for the forum.
Outcomes and Reflections
From both regional trainings it was demonstrated to us that there is a need to take the
training to communities. People shared that their mindsets on church and politics have
been challenged and they would like to get more training. We hope to do more of these
trainings next year. To take this process forward Dr. Kumalo will attend the World
Social Forum in Kenya and will do a presentation on RGP.
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He will listen and learning on issues of Church and State relationships at an international
level with the hope that this will inform and improve the work of RGP.
Plans for 2007
We have begun the research on the religious lives of thirty South African leaders. These
are people who have made an impact in the political, economic and social life in South
Africa. We would like to explore the role that religion has played in shaping their lives
and ultimately their contribution to the transformation of the South African society.
Amongst those researched are Albert Luthuli, Nelson Mandela, Drake Koka, Cyril
Ramaphosa, Credo Mutwa, Mamphela Ramphele etc. This will be published in 2007 in a
book titled, Heroes of Hope in South Africa.
We are looking forward to next year when we will increase the number of symposiums
from two to four. Two of these will be at UKZN and will be for church leaders from all
over the province. The other two will be held in the regions on specific topics that will be
requested by those regions. One of the symposiums to be held at the university next year
will be titled "The attitude of the church towards traditional leadership”. This topic is
very important for KwaZulu-Natal, so it will be the first one to be discussed next year.
By way of conclusion I would like to note that the experiences that we have had through
this programme have exposed us to the shocking reality of ignorance of the religious
leaders on how they can participate in the making and development of our democracy.
Linked to that is the reality to the way religion has been marginalized when it comes to
issues pertaining to democracy and development since 1994. If one considers that about
70% of the total population is religious (Christian) it is disturbing to know that a majority
of our people are not contributing to the democratization of our society other than just
voting. In the words of Ujamaa Centre Director, Prof. Gerald West:
An alarming aspect of our current context is that religion is being assigned a limited
role in society... The moment of truth has arrived. South Africa has been plunged
into a crisis that is shaking the foundations and there is every indication that the
crisis has only just begun and that it will deepen and become even more threatening
in the months to come.
We have realized the interest and commitment that people have in making this
democracy a success story. For this to happen there is a need for us to help South Africa
to move from a democratic system of government to a democratic society. The training
has taught us that there is a difference between a country with a democratic constitution
and that with a democratic society. A democratic country can have a democratic system
of government but that does not necessarily mean that its people know and practice the
principles of democracy both in their private and social lives. A democratic society is one
where people have grown in their understanding of the principles of democracy, so that it
has become their way of life. South Africa has not reached that stage yet. It is still a
democratic country, but more work is needed to inculcate the culture of democracy and
good governance. One way of doing that is teaching people those important values of a
democratic society and that is what we are doing in Religion and Governance.
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We believe that the Religion and Governance Programme can play a big role in
strengthening our freedom and contribute in the development of this country to a
democratic society. Our words of gratitude and joy go to our partners who have made this
dream a reality.
As in any project, RGP is also experiencing challenges:
How to increase the number of women participants?
How to support the lobby and advocacy committees in local communities?
How do take up so much work with few staff members and limited capacity?
How to integrate RGP work with academic purposes of SoRaT?

Concluding Comments
Director
Those who read this whole report will notice both the broad scope of our work and its
integration. We have adopted a basic narrative report because our work cannot be
reduced to tables and lists and numbers. Our commitment to praxis is embodied in this
report, where we both report on our work and reflect on it.
We realize the some of our partners require different report formats, and while we have
tried to produce a report that covers most of these requirements, please contact us if you
require any additional information. Better still, come and visit us and we will show you
our work!
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